












1946 ~ Librarian ~ 1980
You have nurtured and guided the growth of our library
from a corner in the town hall to the old school house No. 6
and now the new addition. Because of your personal com-
mitment of thirty-four years, we now have an exceptionally
fine cultural center for the entire community. With love and
admiration all the people of Richmond thank you for your
devoted service, and the pleasure your library will provide
everyone for years to come.
May your years of retirement be happy ones and the
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Polls Will Be Open From 2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Town Meeting begins at 7:00 p.m.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Richmond in the County of
Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans Hall in said
Richmond on Tuesday, the 11th day of March, next at 7:00 P.M. of
the clock in the Evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:62 for a property tax
exemption on real property equipped with a solar energy heating
or cooling system which exemption shall be in the amount of the
total cost of such system?
3. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:66 for a property tax
exemption on real property equipped with a wind powered energy
system which exemption shall be in the amount of the total cost
of such system?
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Town Officers' Salaries, Expenses and Vital Statistics.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Principal and Interest on Long Term Notes and the
Interest on Short Term Notes.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Maintenance of the Town Hall and Other Buildings.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Insurance, Damages and Legal Expenses.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Election and Registration.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Solid Waste Disposal.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Street Lighting.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the
State and Local Fiscal Act of 1976 as set-offs against budget ap-
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propriations in the amount indicated and further to authorize the
Selectmen to make pro-rata reductions in the amounts if estimated
entitlements are reduced, or take any action thereon.
APPROPRIATIONS ESTIMATED AMOUNTS
Fire Department, New Truck $6,500.00
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Police Department, or take any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Planning and Zoning, including the Regional Planning
Commission, or take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Civil Defense, or take any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Health Department, including Ambulance and pay-
ments to the Winchester District Nursing Association, or take any
action thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Highways and Bridges, or take any action thereon.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Winter Maintenance, or take any action thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$659.55 the State to contribute $4,396.97 for the TRA Program.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Town Poor, or take any action thereon.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Old Age Assistance, or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Recreation Committee, or take any action thereon.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Beach Committee, or take any action thereon.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Cemeteries, or take any action thereon.
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25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Library, or take any action thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Recreation Complex, or take any action thereon.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Rescue Squad, or take any action thereon.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for Fire Hydrants, or take any action thereon.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Monadnock Region Association, or take any action
thereon.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or take
any action thereon.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service, or
take any action thereon.
32. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and make subject to
Gates and Bars the Highway described as follows: Greenwoods
Road from the Junction of Royalston Falls Road at Philip Orcutts
residence in an East and North East Direction for Approximately
1.6 miles to the Frank Krouse Driveway, as provided in RSA 238:2,
the Gates and Bars shall be maintained by the Town of Richmond.
(Article is placed on warrant in conjunction with Planning Board.)
33. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a section of highway
described as follows: Old Monument Road entrance from Rt. 119
in a Southwesterly direction 265 feet more or less to its intersec-
tion with the new relocated Monument Road, as allowed by RSA
238:1.
34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to deed
the Old Mounment Road entrance as described in Article 33 to
Mrs. Ruby Austin.
35. To see if the Town will vote to allow a 2% discount on all Property
Taxes paid in full within 30 days of invoice.
36. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
for use of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
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37. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell Tax
Deeded Property.
38. To hear the reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen
and take any action thereon.
39. To take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of February, in









General Town Administration Approp. Expended Request
Town Officers' Salaries $3,780.00 $3,665.65 $3,700.00
Town Officers' Expenses 3,900.00 3,049.70 3,800.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings 3,100.00 2,360.68 2,200.00
Election & Registration 200.00 188.56 400.00
Insurance 5,500.00 6,585.50 6,600.00
Damages and Legal 1,500.00 795.75 1,000.00
Vital Statistics 20.00 7.50 20.00
Dump Rental 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
Street Lighting 650.00 590.41 650.00
Short Term Interest 600.00 933.00 900.00
Long Term Interest 315.00 315.00 157.50
Principal on Long Term Note 3000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Town Departments
Police Department 3,500.00 3,360.74 5,000.00
Fire Department 3,600.00 2,953.42 4,000.00
Planning & Zoning, Local 300.00 127.22 300.00
Planning & Zoning, Regional 268.00 267.92 425.00
Civil Defense 50.00 37.98 300.00
Health Officer's Expenses 50.00 6.00 25.00
Ambulance Service 600.00 600.00 700.00
District Nurse Assoc. 800.00 800.00 900.00
Monadnock Family, Health Service 193.00 193.00 193.00
Summer Road Maintenance 28,564.00 28,431.54 33,018.00
Winter Road Maintenance 14,000.00 11,585.69 15,000.00
TRA Matching Funds 669.00 669.32 659.55
Library 2,785.00 2,785.00 4,147.00
Town Poor 500.00 0.00 500.00
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00 0.00 500.00
Recreation Committee 990.00 844.91 950.00
Cemeteries 600.00 597.68 600.00
Beach Committee 250.00 251.84 715.00
Recreation Complex 1,000.00 991.00 1,500.00
Fire Hydrants 0.00 0.00 1,000.00
Rescue Squad 0.00 0.00 250.00
Other
Meadowood Fire Department 100.00 100.00 100.00











Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Class V Highway Maintenance
Business Profits Tax
Local Sources Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees
Rent of Town Property
Income From Trust Funds
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Withdrawal From Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund























TOWN MEETING RESULTS - 1979
The meeting opened at 7:30 P.M. with the salute to the flag by
the Boy Scouts and the invocation by Richard Webber.
(1) The Town voted by secret ballot previously for Town Officers.
Elected were:
Selectman for three (3) years — Francis Jillson
Treasurer for one (1) year — Jennie B. Bennett
Town Clerk for one (1) year — Dorothy J. Robbins
Library Trustee for three ( 3) years — Stewart R. James
Library Trustee for one (1) year — Judith Rizzo
Trustee of Trust Funds for one ( 1) year — Judith Dodier
Superintendent of Cemeteries for one (1) year —
Francis Jillson
Planning Board for one ( 1) year — Harry Bennett
Jean Tandy
Planning Board for two ( 2) years — Orrin Holman
William Pearsall
Planning Board for three (3) years — Brian Mahoney
Robert Schofield
(2) The Town voted by secret ballot to increase the salary of the Tax
Collector to $600.00 a year.
(3) The Town voted by secret ballot to increase the salary of the
Town Clerk to $400.00 a year.
(4) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $7,320.00 for Town
Officers' Salaries, Town Officers' Expenses, and Vital Statistics.
$3,400.00 for Salaries, $3,900.00 for Expenses, and $20.00 for
Vital Statistics.
(5) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,915.00 for Principal
on Long Term notes and Interest on Long and Short Term notes.
$3,000.00 on Long Term Principal, $315.00 on Long Term Inter-
est and $600.00 on Short Term Interest.
(6) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,100.00 for Main-
tenance of Town Buildings. The $500.00 increase over estimate
to be used for tables.
(7) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $5,500.00 for Insurance
and $1,500.00 for Damages and Legal Expenses.
(8) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $200.00 for Election
and Registration.
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(9) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $4,000.00 for Solid
Waste Disposal.
(10) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $650.00 for Street
Lighting.
(11) The Town voted to authorize withdrawal from the Revenue Shar-
ing Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Fiscal Act of 1976 as set-offs against budget appropriations in
the amounts indicated and further authorize the Selectmen to
make pro-rata reductions in the amounts if estimated entitlements
are reduced.
Appropriation Estimated Amount
Fire Dept. New Fire Truck $13,500.00
Article Accepted.
(12) On this Article to raise and appropriate a sum of money to be
placed in Capital Reserve Fund for Fire Fighting Equipment,
the Town voted to table the Article. % vote required, Tabled
unanimously.
(13) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,500.00 for the Police
Dept.
(14) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,400.00 for the Fire
Dept. Amendment to raise and appropriate $3,600.00 instead to
be able to buy Medical Supplies. Amendment passed and ac-
cepted.
(15) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $568.00 for Planning
and Zoning, $300.00 for Local and $268.00 for Regional.
(16) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $50.00 for Civil De-
fense.
(17) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,450.00 for the Health
Dept. $800.00 for the Nursing Assoc, $600.00 for Ambulance
Service and $50.00 for the Health Officer.
(18) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $28,000.00 for the Sum-
mer Maintenance, Raise $17,000.00 and Appropriate $11,000.00.
Accepted. Amendment made to increase by $500.00 to repair
Stewart James bridge. Amendment defeated, Yes 28, No 41.
(19) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $14,000.00 for Winter
Maintenance.
(20) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $669.32, the State to
contribute $4,462.12 for the TRA Program.
(21) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $2,785.00 for the
Library. There was a discussion on Library Salaries. Article ac-
cepted as is.
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(22) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $500.00 for the Town
Poor.
(23) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,000.00 for Old Age
Assistance.
(24) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $990.00 for Recreation
Committee.
(25) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $250.00 for the Beach
Committee.
(26) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $600.00 for Cemeteries.
(27) The Town voted to authorize removal of $7,000.00 from the Fire
Fighting Equipment Capital Reserve Fund to be applied toward
the purchase of the new Fire Truck. % vote required, vote unan-
imous.
(28) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $78.00 for the Monad-
nock Region Assoc.
(29) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $100.00 for the Mea-
dowood County Area Fire Dept.
(30) The Town voted to raise and appropriate $193.00 for the Monad-
nock Family and Mental Health Service.
(31) The Town voted to withdraw the remainder of the Library Ad-
dition Trust of $194.48 from the Capital Reserve. % vote required,
Passed and accepted.
(32) The Town voted to change the reading of Article 41 in the 1978
Warrant to: The Hood Cemetery Lot located in Middletown
Cemetery, the income to be used for perpetual care and mainte-
nance of the same and known as the Nettie Hood Trust Fund.
(33) On this Article the request to have the Scenic Road law changed
to allow the cutting of Birch Trees 6 in. in diameter over the
road, was not agreed to. Motion made to pass over (lay on table)
the article, % vote required. Motion passed, The Selectmen told
Mr. Mattson if it was an emergency situation he could cut the
tree.
(34) An Amendment was made on this Article to replace the words
(adopt an Ordinance) with the words quote: For the Selectmen
to take under advisement, a policy governing Town Buildings.
The Amendment was discussed and defeated. Original article
passed, that Richmond based non-profit organizations will be
charged $25.00 per day, with $5.00 refundable if left orderly,
without additional fees, percentages or other encumbrances.
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(35) This Article on the Greenwoods road, from the junction of Roy-
alston Falls Rd at Philip Orcutts residence, in an East and North-
east direction for 1.6 miles, to the Frank Krouse driveway as
provided in RSA 238:2 subject to gates and bars, under the Se-
lectmen's maintenance was discussed pro and con. 5 voted re-
questing that this be a yes and no ballot, discussion opened and
a motion was made to table the article, % vote required, voted to
table unanimously.
(36) The Town voted to allow 2% discount on all Property Taxes paid
in full within 30 days of invoice.
(37) The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for
use of the Town in anticipation of Taxes.
(38) The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell Tax Deeded
Property.
(39) The Town voted to accept the reports of Agents, Committees, etc.
except an Amendment was made to have the Auditor correct his
report under Selectmen's Advisement Further Amendment: that
the Selectmen comply with the State Law to appoint an Auditor,
either a C.P.A. or have the office of Auditor placed on the ballot.
Amendment defeated, Yes 15, No 20.
(40) Discussion on Letter from State concerning sidewalk to be paved
or grassed. Motion made to let the State know that the proposed
grass sidewalk was approved. Yes vote 29, No 3.
Meeting closed at 11 P.M.
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STATEMENT OF
APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Town Officers' Salaries $3,400.00
Town Officers' Expenses 3,900.00
Election and Registration 200.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings 2,600.00
Tables for Veteran's Hall 500.00
Police Department 3,500.00
Fire Department 3,600.00





Solid Waste Disposal 4,000.00
Monadnock Family & Mental Health 193.00












Damages and Legal 1,500.00
Advertising and Regional 78.00
Long Term Note 3,000.00
Fire Dept. Truck 13,500.00
Interest, Long Term Note 315.00
Interest, Temporary Note 600.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $98,018.32
LESS ESTIMATED CREDITS




Interest on Delinquent Taxes 300.00
Resident Tax Penalties 25.00
Inventory Penalties 400.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 2,797.00
Savings Bank Tax 235.00
Highway Subsidy 11,548.00
TRA 4,462.00
Class V Highway 6,710.00
Motor Vehicle Permits 8,000.00
Surplus 4,925.00
Dog Licenses 500.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 75.00
Rental of Town Property 100.00
Income from Trust Funds 275.00
Telephone Booth 25.00
Fire Department, Gift 500.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 13,500.00
TOTAL CREDITS $64,544.00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $98,018.32
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 64,544.00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 33,474.32
NET SCHOOL APPROPRIATIONS 111,825.00
COUNTY TAX 16,517.00
NET TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY $161,816.32
LESS BUSINESS PROFITS TAX 7,059.00
PLUS WAR SERVICE CREDIT 2,800.00
PLUS OVERLAY 4,925.00
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED $162,482.32
Minus WAR SERVICE CREDITS 2,800.00
TOTAL TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
BY STATE $159,682.32
PLUS INVENTORY PENALTIES 390.00
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Net Value on Which Tax Rate is Based
56 Veteran's Service Credits at $50.00 each were deducted from Gross
amount of Property Taxes, or $2,800.00.
TOWN OF RICHMOND
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues





Estimated Actual Excess Deficit
Resident Taxes $2,710.00 $2,670.00 $40.00
Yield Taxes 5,000.00 8,586.89 $3,586.89
Interest Rec'd on Taxes 300.00 387.15 87.15
Resident Tax Penalties 25.00 25.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 2,797.00 6,326.36 3,529.36
Interest & Dividends Tax 2,382.00 2,382.00
Savings Bank Tax 235.00 235.33 .33
Highway Subsidy 11,548.00 11,564.75 16.75
Class V Highway Maintenance 6,710.00 6,710.33 .33
Fighting Forest Fires 34.10 34.10
Bounties 4.50 4.50
Business Licenses & Permits 75.00 95.00 20.00
Dog Licenses 500.00 619.90 119.90
Rent of Town Property 100.00 175.00 75.00
Motor Vehicle Permits 8,000.00 10,363.50 2,363.50
Telephone Booth 25.00 37.45 12.45
Fire Department 500.00 500.00
Trust Funds 275.00 301.53 26.53
Business Profits Tax 7,059.00 5,911.58 1,147.42
Inventory Penalties 400.00 240.00 160.00
Revenue Sharing (Contra) 13,500.00 13,500.00




Net Revenue Surplus $5,647.37
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations 12,753.41
Overdrafts of Appropriations 2,309.29
Net Unexpended Balances 10,444.12
Net Budget Surplus $16,091.49
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COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS
Fiscal Years Ended December 31, 1978 and December 31, 1979
December 31, 1978 December 31, 1979
Cash $86,015.24 $64,018.37
Revenue Sharing 761.85 974.73
Notes Authorized, fire truck 36,000.00
Capital Reserve, Library 194.48
Capital Reserve, Fire Dept. 7,116.43
Fire Dept. Equipment Fund 623.18 656.13
State of N.H., Bounties 4.50
Unredeemed Taxes 269.02 1,066.89
Uncollected Property Taxes 12,902.77 27,874.39
Uncollected Resident Taxes 130.00 130.00
Uncollected Yield Taxes 373.87
Uncollected Inv. Penalties 150.00
Dog Fees due State of N.H. in 1980 37.50
TOTAL ASSETS $144,391.34 $94,908.01
LIABILITIES
Revenue Sharing Refund, Police 2,279.75
Class V Highway Fund 8,622.80 $2,137.14
Recreation Complex 1,000.00
Selectmen's Office 1,000.00
Vet's Hall Septic System 2,384.50
Well at Fire Station 3,000.00
Reclamation of Water Holes 597.50 597.50
Fire Truck 34,922.52 14,347.48
Monadnock Regional School 46,201.05 56,240.46
Timber Yield Deposits 1,078.80 1,837.72
Capital Reserve, Library 194.48
Capital Reserve, Fire Dept. 7,116.43
Fire Dept. Equipment Fund 623.18 656.13
Long Term Notes Outstanding 6,000.00 3,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 761.85 974.73
Dog Fees due State of N.H. in 1980 37.50
TOTAL LIABILITIES $115,782.86 $79,828.66
Net Surplus 28,608.48 15,079.35
TOTALS $144,391.34 $94,908.01
PROPERTY OWNED BY THE TOWN
Town Hall, Land and Buildings $20,000.00
Town Hall, Furniture and Equipment 2,000.00
Veteran's Memorial Hall 25,000.00
Fire Department Equipment 3,000.00
Old Tramp House 500.00
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Civil Defense Building 7,500.00
Civil Defense Equipment and Supplies 1,500.00
Fire Department Building 22,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 35,000.00
Highway Department, Land and Buildings 1,000.00
Highway Department Equipment 550.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 6,250.00
(Beach, Whitney Acre, and Town Commons)
Library, Land and Building 15,000.00












George Martin Meadows 300.00
Melvin Place, 1 A 300.00
Allen Grove 1,250.00
5,650.00
Total Valuation of All Town Property $161,050.00
Summary of Long Term Notes






Interest Payment Dates June and December 23rd
Principal Due December 23rd
Payable at Cheshire National Bank
Fiscal Year Ended: Principal Interest




Balance on Hand, January 1, 1979 $761.85
Received during 1979:
Entitlement 9







For New Fire Truck 13,500.00








I hereby submit my report from January 1, 1979 to December 31,
1979.
Motor Vehicle Permits (485) $10,363.50
1 permit issued free $10,363.50
Dog Licenses:
125, including 2 kennels 619.90
Filing Fees 6.00
625.90









Property, Resident & Yield Taxes
Levy of 1979
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Interest Collected on Yield Taxes 39.32
Penalties on Resident Taxes 16.00










Added Resident Taxes 110.00
























Property, Resident & Yield Taxes
LevyoH978
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Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes:
Property Taxes 345.25
Penalties on Resident Taxes 9.00






Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $12,902.77
Resident Taxes 90.00
Penalties on Resident Taxes 9.00









Beers, Mary Hawley $10.00 Jones, Paul 10.00
Bush, Marshal 10.00 Longdon, John 10.00
Coy, Robert 10.00 Remick, Bertha 10.00
Farnum, Edith 10.00 *Robbins, Leland 10.00
Holman, Orrin 10.00 •Robbins, Louise 10.00
Holman, Diane 10.00 Zachai, Dorian 10.00




Austin, Robert & Virginia $427.23
Beers, Mae Gates Est. 800.26
Bischof, Joseph & Maureen
(White) Patnode 412.18
Castine, Edna 114.85
Coy, Charles & Sharon 234.28
°Coutts, Robert & Madeline 203.84
Goelz, Peter &
Diane Desimone 539.05
"Herman, Tom & 1
Jeremy Youst 583.81
"Hewlett, David 791.21
Hillock, Ralph & Beverly 155.36
Holman, Orrin & Diane 493.53 0'
Jones, Steven & Martha 1,040.04
Mattson, Weldon 134.52
0'
°May, Richard & Shirley 263.19 1
Merrifield, Jerald & Susan 221.99
Millard, Michael 449.28
Packard, Robert & Susan 354.09
Patnode, William & Donna 231.81
Powers, Arden & Janet 816.40
Randall, Rodney 748.68
Rizzo, Judith 407.75
Robbins, Leland & Louise 234.44
Sax, Dorian 23.77
Shepard, Stephen 538.56
Smart, Howard & Dorothy 199.78
Sweeney, Lawrence
& Dorothy 432.87
Waldron, Guy & Jane 545.84
Warme, Rune & Marguarite 427.97






Beauregard, Charles & Sons
Bingham, Edith
Bucknell, William
C. & H. Timber, Inc.








Jones, Philip & Shirley
Keihl, Royal
Lane, C. L. Co.




Lewis, Richard & Annette




Paid after December 31 ,1979
$72.60 *Reichert, Francis 174.42
58.08 Reidy, James 18.15
100.78 Reineger, Clement 37.22
1,008.77 Rood, Betty 18.15
18.33 *Savage Alice &
Raboin Fernendal 23.77
282.81 *Scott, Moses 34.12
236.67 Sexton, Raymond 254.11
189.68 Shapiro, Judith 90.75
2,509.78 ^Silverman, Terry &
227.60 Karen Gregory 31.05
314.92 * Smith, Howard & Myrtle 18.87
75.14 Strenkert, William & Sheila 255.60
24.32 Tree Growers, Inc. 2,871.69
3,861.77 *Troegel Valkman Max,
342.30 & Cheryl 349.56




30.85 Chamberlain, Mrs. John 18.15
299.98 Leonard, Philip 10.89
72.60 *Matrone, Frank & Mary 265.36
236.87 $294.40
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1979
-DR-
Tax Sales on Account of Levies of:
1978 1977 1976
(A) Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes as of January
1, 1979 $269.02
(B) Taxes Sold to Town
During Current
Fiscal Year $1,026.66
(C) Interest and Costs








After Sale 9.93 0.00
Unredeemed Taxes 797.87 269.02
TOTAL CREDITS $1,064.24 $269.02
UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
DECEMBER 31, 1979
Glendon Johnson $331.16 $269.02
Lawrence & Dorothy Sweeney 466.71
I hereby certify that the above listing showing the name and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer as of December 31, 1979
on account of the Tax Levies of 1977 and 1978 are correct to the best






YIELD TAX FOR 1978 - 1979
Tax Total
Name Description Valuation at 12% Tax
Tommila Bros. #10529
Martin Rd.
White Pine $396.50 $47.58
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Hemlock 189.75 22.77
Veneer Qual. 21.00 2.52
White Birch 28.35 3.40
Oak 403.20 48.38
Pallet Tie 1.26 .15
David Graves #09546
Home Lot
White Pine 4,839.36 508.72
Guy Waldron #09706
Home Lot
White Pine 827.10 99.25
Gary Robinson #09305
Rt. 119




White Pine 402.25 48.27
Hemlock 60.00 7.20
Blanchflower Lumber Co. #09758
Camp Takodah
White Pine 1,848.25 221.79
Hemlock 1,026.25 123.21
Mixed Hardwood 1,078.50 129.42
Bullock Lot
White Pine 140.50 16.86
Hemlock 243.00 29.16
Oak 1,303.40 156.40
Pallet Tie 66.58 7.98
C. L. Lane Co. #09678
Stinson Lot
White Pine 2,976.75 357.21
Hemlock 55.20 6.62
White Birch 239.40 28.73
Tree Growers Inc. #08341
Colony Hill
White Pine 4,506.25 540.75
Hemlock 2,059.35 247.12
Veneer Qual. 1,850.30 222.04
Maple 10.72 1.28
White Birch 431.33 51.75
Oak 3,456.60 414.79
Ash 6.30 .75
Pallet Tie 689.77 82.77
Tree Growers, Inc. #08342
Morgan Reserve
White Pine 841.75 101.01
Hemlock 515.55 61.86












Pallet Tie 73.60 8.83
Pulpwood 24.00 $322.58
S. W. Stockwell #09830
Whipple Hill
White Pine 857.50 102.90
Hemlock 721.50 86.58
Mixed Hardwood 1,746.74 209.61
Oak 610.47 73.26
Beech 116.49 13.98




White Pine 2,780.00 333.60
Hemlock 342.90 41.14
Oak 3,900.40 468.00
Pallet Tie 1,066.74 128.00 $970.74
Beaman Lumber Co. #13595
Boutwell Lot
White Pine 1,625.52 162.55
Hemlock 452.37 45.23
White Birch 106.87 10.68
Yellow Birch 9.42 .94
Oak 11.02 1.10
Ash 8.40 .84
Pallet Tie 27.33 2.73 $224.07
Beaman Lumber Co. #12542
Stewart James Lot
White Pine 101.47 10.14
Hemlock 129.85 12.99
Oak 809.02 80.90
Pallet Tie 247.16 24.72 $128.75
C. L. Lane Co. #13926
Cummings Lot
White Pine 24,498.30 2,449.83
Hemlock 54.40 5.44
Hard Maple .95 .52 $2,455.32
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TREASURER'S REPORT




Filing Fees 6.00 10,989.40
Tax Collector:
1978 Property Tax $12,902.77
1978 Interest 345.25
1978-1979 Yield Tax & Interest 8,628.79
1979 Property Tax 130,581.76
1978 Resident Tax 90.00
1978 Resident Tax Penalties 9.00
1979 Resident Tax 2,580.00
1979 Resident Tax Penalties 16.00
1978 Redemptions 266.37
Inventory Penalties 240.00 155,659.94
State of New Hampshire:
Class V Highway Fund $6,710.33
Forest Fire Refund 34.10
Savings Bank Tax 235.33
Rooms & Meals Tax 6,326.36
Class IV & V Highway Fund 7,148.56
Class IV & V Highway Fund (Additional;1 4,416.19
Business Profits Tax 5,911.58
Porcupine Bounties 4.50 30,786.95
United States Treasury: .
Revenue Sharing Payment $11,213.00
Transfer from
Revenue Sharing Account Contra 13,500.00 24,713.00
Other Sources:
Cheshire National Bank-
Fire Truck Note $14,347.48
Tax Anticipation 20,000.00
New England Telephone—Booth 37.45
Planning Board—Subdivision Fees 50.00
Michael Faulkner—C. D. Truck 300.00








Trustee of Trust Funds—Refund 301.53
Trustee of Trust Funds-
Capital Reserve & Int. 7,211.87
Ruby Austin—Checklists 10.50
Mason Insurance Agency—Refund 46.00
Library Trustees—Utilities Reimbursement 91.42
Yield Tax Bonds 2,137.77 44,795.63
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $352,960.16
TOTAL ORDERS 288,941.79





On Hand in Escrow in General Fund, January 1, 1979 $1,078.80
Received during 1979 2,137.77
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $3,216.57
PAID:
To Tax Collector 1,378.85





EQUIPMENT FUND - SAVINGS ACCOUNT
$623.18Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1979
Received during year 1979:
Interest







Reconciliation of Cask Book and Bank Balance





Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Balance—December 31, 1979
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in Cheshire National Bank
per Statement of December 31, 1979





January 3, 1980 $837.50 •
January 3, 1980 34,750.63
January 4, 1980 22.62
January 9, 1980 .10
35,610.85
79,127.22
Less: Outstanding Checks: 15,108.85
(List below)
$64,018.37
#559 $7.00 #816 $914.50 #827 $59.77
#801 100.00 #817 21.78 #828 25.00
#803 83.70 #818 30.00 #829 33.93
#806 40.00 #819 84.15 #830 33.12
#809 15.00 #820 57.11 #831 21.00
#810 1,525.05 #821 95.17 #832 16.00
#811 100.00 #822 21.00 #833 17.00
#812 50.00 #823 290.00 #834 111.95
#813 80.00 #824 920.90 #834A 56.36
#814 111.00 #825 9,388.00




Town Officers' Salaries $3,665.65
Town Officers' Expenses 3,049.70
Election & Registration 188.56
Well & Pump 2,985.00









Planning & Zoning 395.14













Damages & Legal 795.75
Advertising and Regional 78.00
Taxes Bought By The Town 1,026.66
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 337.36
Dog Taxes Paid to the State 25.00
Beach Committee 251.84
Interest 1,248.00
Meadowood Fire Department 100.00
Town Hall Renovation 1,147.00
Family & Mental Health 193.00
Yield Taxes to Collector 1,378.85
Temporary Loan 20,000.00





Detail No. 1 - TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Appropriation $3,780.00
Arnold Conway, Auditor $90.00
Evelyn Conway, Auditor Help 60.00
Leland Robbins, Selectman 120.00
Dana Taylor, Selectman 600.00
Richard Bigda, Selectman 600.00
Francis Jillson, Selectman 480.00
Dorothy Robbins, Car Fees 488.00
Tax Collector Salary 600.00
Town Clerk Salary 400.00
Tax Sale Fees 27.65
Jennie Bennett, Treasurer 175.00
Judith Dodier, Trustee of Trust Funds 25.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $3,665.65
Unexpended Balance $114.35
Detail No. 2 - TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Appropriation $3,900.00
Arnold Conway, Exp. $7.15
Dept. of Revenue, Postage & Cards 16.15
Dorothy Robbins, Town Report 150.00
Dana Taylor, Postage & Binder 5.53
Hinsdale Press, Town Reports 850.00
Selectmen's Dinners 12.00
Leland Robbins, Tapes 13.50
N.H. Tax Collector's Assoc. Dues 12.00
NADA, Guides 40.00
State of N.H., Tax School 206.00
Branham Publishing Corp., Reference Books 16.50
George West, Law Inserts 3.00
Jennie Bennett, Exp. 18.10
N.H. Town Clerks Assoc. Dues 10.00
Dorothy Robbins, Selectmen's Secretary 200.00
Mileage & Exp. 46.51
N.H. Municipal Assoc. Dues 200.00
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Keene Publishing Corp., Ads





Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags








Richmond 4 Corners Store
75.25
3.01
Equity Publishing Corp., Statutes
G. H. Tilden, Suplies
22.00
87.21
Granite State Letter Service, Ballots 66.80
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 342.31
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $3,049.70
Unexpended Balance $850.30
Detail No. 3 - ELECTION & REGISTRATION
Appropriation
Keene Shopper News, Ads.




Keene Publishing Corp., Ads
Margaret Lounder, Ballot Clerk










Robert VanBrocklin, Counter 3.00
Linda Parsells, Counter 3.00
Harold Dickinson, Supervisor 22.50







Detail No. 4 - TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
Appropriation $3,100.00
Sherwin Williams, Paint $58.75
Cheshire Oil, Fuel 256.19
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George Krise, Labor at Vets Hall 160.00
Public Service Co. 187.50
E. W. Blood, Plowing 150.00
Joseph Thibodeau, Painting 150.00
Perrv Bros., Fuel
j ' 143.40
Sylvia VanBrocklin, Cleaning 120.29
Richmond 4 Corners Store, Plowing 105.00
Francis Jillson, Work at Vets Hall 529.55
G. H. Tilden, Tables 500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,360.68
Unexpended Balance $739.32
Detail No.5 - POLICE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation $3,500.00
1978 Liability Carried Forward to 1979 $2,279.75
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $5,779.75
Richard Bigda, Duty $146.08
Expenses 36.30
Keys 11.20
Jennie Bennett, Revenue Sharing Account 2,279.75
R. & R. Communications, Radio Repairs 138.73
John Hillock, Duty 334.80
Expenses 63.65
Ammunition 12.00
Robert VanBrocklin, Duty 286.00
Expenses 82.95
Donald Jarvis, Expenses 16.05
Duty 31.20
Radio 12.75
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 178.38
Geraldine Brewer, Bus Duty 270.00
Geros Guns, Police Equip. Flares 1,677.55
Monadnock Region Humane Soc, Dog Fees 63.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $5,640.49
Unexpended Balance $139.26
Detail No. 6 - RECREATION COMPLEX
Appropriation $1,000.00
James Ferguson, Survey 150.00




Detail No. 7 - FIRE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation $3,600.00
Forest Fire Refund 34.10
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $3,634.10
Sanel, Battery, Wrenches, Supplies 272.16
Lee Robbins, Oil 7.00
Pine Boards 21.78
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 94.29
Farrar & Co., Battery 16.50
Adapter (Partial) 70.63
R. & R. Communications
Radio, Antenna & Labor 457.14
Economy Plumbing & Heating, Valves 37.23
Harry Lord, Lock & Keys 22.40
Hew Communications, Radio Installations 403.05
Merriam-Graves, Oxygen 26.60
Public Service Co., Lights 270.34
William Pearsall, Training Meeting 8.00
Joseph Thibodeau, Training Meeting 16.00
Perry Bros., Fuel 482.39
Johnson Motor Parts, Muffler 32.78
Robert VanBrocklin, Training School 83.70
Payroll 27.00
Plates for Fire Truck 6.00
Allen Kendall, Flags, Office Equip. 43.56
David Adams, Fire Extinguisher 21.25
Richmond 4 Corners Store, Supplies 326.86
S.W.N.H. Mut. Aid, Dues 17.00
Worcester Brush Co., Brushes 75.81
Chapin Medical Co., Medical Supplies 111.95
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,953.42
Unexpended Balance $680.68
Detail No. 8 - BOUNTIES
Walter Johnson 3.50
Philip Oructt 1.00 $4.50
Detail No. 9 - INSURANCE
Appropriation $5,500.00
Pierce Putnam, Fire Station Pol. 104.00
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New Fire Truck Pol. 155.00
Officers' Liability 550.00







Detail No. 10 - VITAL STATISTICS
Appropriation $20.00
Dorothy Robbins, Town Clerk Recordings 7.50
Unexpended Balance $12.50
Detail No. 11 - CIVIL DEFENSE
Appropriation $50.00
Mary Beers, Sign 10.00
Sherwin Williams, Paint 27.98
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $37.98
Unexpended Balance $12.02
Detail No. 12 - PLANNING AND ZONING
Appropriation $568.00
Subdivision Fees 50.00
Regional Planning Commission 258.00
Local 300.00
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $618.00
Keene Publishing Corp. 29.25
Ashuelot Planning Board Letter 15.00
Orrin Holman, Postage 22.75
G. H. Tilden, Supplies 7.66
Regional Planning Commission 267.92
S.W.N.H. Regional Planning Comm., Maps 31.56
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Ferdinand Ahlberg, Certified Mail 21.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $395.14
Unexpended Balance $222.86
Detail No. 13 - HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Appropriation
Winchester Nursing Assoc. 800.00
Winchester Ambulance Service 600.00
$1,450.00
Peter Whittemore, Dye 6.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1,406.00
Unexpended Balance $44.00





Detail No. 15 - WELL AND PUMP
Appropriation Carried From 1978 $3,000.00
George Krise, Labor $1,305.00
John McKenna, Installation 1,680.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,985.00
Unexpended Balance $15.00
























Labor on Roads 2,848.00
Grading
Henry Patnode 3rd., Labor
2,304.00
77.50
William Hillock, Labor 44.00
Keene Sand & Gravel 2,565.00
Taylor Rental, Cutter 384.95








Gerald Mattson, Cutting Trees 40.00
Leonard Davis, Salary 400.00
Labor 336.04






Detail No. 16A - CLASS V HIGHWAY
Balance Carried Forward to 1979 $8,622.80
1979 Allotment 6,710.33
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $15,333.13
E. W. Blood, Martin Road 3,095.99
Kerwin Mattson, Whipple Hill Road 600.00
Ray Scott 9,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $13,195.99
Unexpended Balance Carried Forward to 1980 $2,137.14
Detail No. 17 - WINTER MAINTENANCE
Appropriation $14,000.00
E. W. Blood, Plowing & Sanding $9,496.69
Leonard Davis, Salary 400.00
Sand & Labor 586.50
Henry Patnode, Labor 55.00
Richard May, Plowing & Sanding 25.00
James Swanson, Bulldozing 22.50




Detail No. 18 - TRA
Appropriation $669.32
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $669.32
Detail No. 19 - STREET LIGHTING
Appropriation $650.00
Public Service Co. 590.41
Unexpended Balance $59.59
Detail No. 20 - SEPTIC SYSTEM, VETERAN'S HALL
Balance Carried Forward From 1979 $2,384.50
E. W. Blood, Construction 1,094.50
George Krise, Labor 1,290.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,384.50
Detail No. 21 - LIBRARIES
Appropriation $2,785.00
Stewart James, Treasurer 2,785.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 91.42
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,876.42
Minus Amount Returned to Town Treasurer 91.42
$2,785.00
Detail No. 22 - OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Appropriation $1,000.00
No Funds Expended
Detail No. 23 - TOWN POOR
Appropriation $500.00
No Funds Expended









Fairar & Co., Chassis 12,088.00
Truck Body & Body Work 21,682.00
Adapter 75.87
Hew Communications, Radio & Installation 136.00
TOTAL EXPENDED $33,981.87




Detail No. 25 - REVENUE SHARING
Jennie B. Bennett, Treasurer $11,213.00




Postage & Supplies for Parties
Janice Krise, Clown Faces
$71.56
8.50
Curry Copy Center, Day Camp Notices















N. E. Tel. & Tel. 3.94
Richmond 4 Corner Store, Supplies 24.45
Helen Blais, Gift Certificate 5.00
Russells Hallmark, Christmas Party 75.00
The Depot Store, Hi-C Drink 3.00
Ben Hale, Music 55.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $844.91
Unexpended Balance $145.09
Detail No. 27 - CEMETERIES
Appropriation






Francis Jillson, Sexton, Labor 513.98




Detail No. 28 - DAMAGES & LEGAL
Appropriation $1,500.00
Goodnow, Awre, Ayer & Prigge,
Legal Services 795.75
Unexpended Balance $704.25
Detail No. 29 - ADVERTISING & REGIONAL
Appropriation $78.00
Monadnock Region Association $78.00
Detail No. 30 - TAXES BOUGHT BY THE TOWN
Dorothy Robbins, Tax Collector $1,026.66
Detail No. 31 - DISCOUNTS, REFUNDS AND ABATEMENTS
Francis Merrifield, Elderly Refund 131.50
Douglas Nolting, Car Payment Refund 5.50
Cheshire County Savings Bank
Overcharge on Taxes 200.36
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $337.36
Detail No. 32 - DOG TAXES PAID TO STATE
State of New Hampshire, Treasurer $25.00
Detail No. 33 - BEACH COMMITTEE
Appropriation $250.00
Sherwin Williams, Paint 11.80
Arthur Whitcomb, Cement Blocks 25.31
Keene Sand & Gravel 91.23
Candlelight Press, Tickets 38.50
Joseph Thibodeau, Rubbish Removal 18.00
Mary Beers, Signs 12.00
Horace Hammond, Picnic Table 40.00








TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $915.00
Cheshire National Bank, Long Term 315.00
Cheshire National Bank, Short Term 521.64
New Fire Truck, Interest 411.36
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1,248.00
Overdraft $333.00
Detail No. 35 - MEADOWOOD FIRE DEPT.
Appropriation $100.00
Meadowood Fire Dept. $100.00
Detail No. 36 - TOWN HALL RENOVATIONS
Appropriation $1,000.00
Francis Jillson, Labor 1,147.00
Overdraft $147.00
Detail No. 37 - FAMILY & MENTAL HEALTH
Appropriation $193.00
Family & Mental Health Service $193.00
Detail 38 - YIELD TAXES TO COLLECTOR
Dorothy Robbins, Tax Collector $1,378.85
Detail No. 39 - TEMPORARY LOANS
Cheshire National Bank $20,000.00
Detail No. 40 - LONG TERM NOTE
Cheshire National Bank $3,000.00
Detail No. 41 - COUNTY TAX
Warren G. Allen, Treasurer $16,548.76
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Detail No. 42 - SCHOOLS
Appropriation $111,825.00
Carried Forward from 1978 46,283.05




Balance Carried Forward as a Liability $56,240.46
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Our report on the audit and examination of the accounts and rec-
ords of the Town of Richmond for the fiscal year ended December 31,
1979, is submitted herewith. The attached financial statements are in-
cluded as part of our report. A complete copy of this audit report
must be given to the Town Clerk for retention as part of the Town's
permanent records.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Our examination and audit included the accounts and records of the
Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Trustee of
Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Comparative Balance Sheets show a decrease in the net surplus
of the Town from $28,608.48 in 1978 to $15,079.35 in 1979.
2. The Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures shows a net
unexpended balance of appropriations in the amount of
$10,444.12 in 1979 as compared to $1,155.18 in 1978.
3. The Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues shows a net
revenue surplus in the amount of $5,647.37.
4. The Budget Summary indicates a net Budget surplus for 1979 in
the amount of $16,091.49.
5. Summaries of other accounts include the Town Treasurer, Tax
Collector, Town Clerk, Trustee of Trust Funds, Revenue Sharing
and the special Fire Department equipment fund account.
6. The Summary of Long Term Indebtedness shows a principal bal-
ance of $3,000.00 which will be paid off in 1980.
7. The special Revenue Sharing Report which is required by the
Department of Revenue Administration of the State of New
Hampshire must be published in the Annual Town Report.
8. Monies which were appropriated in 1978 for various town proj-
ects and the new fire truck were expended during 1979.
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AUDIT PROCEDURES
The accounts and records of Town Officials charged with custody,
receipt and disbursements of public funds, as indicated in the scope
of the audit, were examined and audited to the best of our knowl-
edge and ability. All Town books and records necessary to carry out
our audit were thoroughly checked and carefully verified.
CERTIFICATION OF AUDIT
Certification is hereby made that we have examined and audited
the accounts and records of the Town of Richmond, New Hampshire,
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1979, and in our opinion the
attached balance sheets, and other statements of sources of revenue
and expenditures present fairly the financial position of the Town of
Richmond for the period under review.
THANKS
We most heartily thank the Town Clerk and Town Treasurer for
their kind cooperation and assistance to us during the examination of
their records. Their patience and understanding made this difficult







Town of Richmond, N.H.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
This past year has been extremely active. Many new duties, Laws,
demands and expectations were placed before this Board. We would
like to briefly summarize some of the events.
Unfinished business from the previous year was given first priority.
The Selectmen's Office was moved downstairs, after a fine job of par-
titioning off a section of the Town Hall, which has this year been
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nominated and entered into the National Register of Historic Places.
The new well and pump for the Firehouse and Library has been com-
pleted in time for the Annual Richmond Community Day. The Vet-
eran s Hall septic system and new rest rooms were also completed.
New business completed were: external repairs to the Veteran's
Hall, internal repairs of the ceiling will be attempted this year. Paint-
ing of the Civil Defense building and sign. Purchased new tables for
the Veteran's Hall. Continuing extensive road work on the Sprague
Rd. and Greenwood Rd., which we hope to complete this year.
Two Selectmen attended and completed a week long training course
on property appraisal at Plymouth State College given by the Depart-
ment of Revenue Administration. We have started and completed 15%
of the new appraisal card system. When the balance is completed, we
will then compute the information into real value for the next year's
tax bills. This will be a complete revaluation at 100% of fair market
value by State Law. We had asked for $600.00 to pay for assistance to
undertake this huge task. We later found that State Law prohibits any-
one other than the Selectmen in Richmond to assess property. The ap-
propriated money entered into the General Fund.
At last year's Town Meeting there was some discussion of the le-
gality of our appointed Auditor, of over ten years of dedicated service
at a very nominal fee, because he was not a resident or a C.P.A. We
investigated this and found it to be true. Further investigation shows
that in 1945 the Town voted to appoint the Office of Auditor and has
been done this way since. With reluctance, we had to ask our past
Auditor to resign and appoint a resident who need not be a C.P.A.
This process of appointment has been checked with various Local and
State Officials and approved.
In closing, we would like to thank all the members of the various
Committees and Board for their cooperation over the past year.
There will be some vacancies this coming March for members of
various Boards and Committees. There is also a need for a Deputy



















As you will note our circulation is still on the rise. More residents
are using the library and with the use of bookmobile materials, contri-
butions from our public and good use of our town appropriation, a
wider choice of materials is available.
The summer reading program for the children was a success again
this year. Thirty children signed up and twenty-one were given cer-
tificates and book gifts for reading at least twelve books. A total of
414 books were read.
Three books sales were held during the year, totaling $134.51.
This money is used to purchase more books. This with the money col-
lected from fines is a great help in keeping abreast with some of the
current requests and needs.
It is always sad to lose faithful users of the library. This year
there were two, Anthony Rizzo and Andrea Pearsall. I miss them both.
Contributions from the public were made to the library in both in-
stances. I would like to mention here the titles purchased with these
funds. For Tony, because of his love of biographies, I purchased
"Daniel Webster" by Irving Bartlett and two books on crafts suitable
for use of children and adults. A book on the Art of Norman Rockwell
was given by two of our patrons. Andrea's deep concern for nursing
care and health prompted the purchase of "Dr. Fishbein's Popular Il-
lustrated Medical Encyclopedia" and five titles of an open family
series for use of adult and children together, "About Dying," "Making
Babies," "That New Baby," "Hospital Story" and "Adoption." One of
our patrons donated the "Complete Medical Guide" by Miller and
knowing Andy's love of Agatha Christie's novels I donated a biography
of the author entitled "The Mystery of Agatha Christie."
In closing, I have to say that this is the last report that I will be
making for the library. In April I will have completed 34 years of ser-
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vice to the Town of Richmond as your librarian. These have been
years of happy experiences of bringing the library from the outer walls
of the Town Hall to the attractive surroundings we are in today. These
have been happy years working with many of the dear people I grew
up with and of late years meeting all of the wonderful new people
who have chosen to make Richmond their home. I would like to thank
everyone from the bottom of my heart for helping to make my dreams
come true of bringing better library service to the people of Richmond.
And now for the future, please keep in mind, that I am only six
miles away and my assistance will be fast forthcoming if the need




LIBRARY TRUSTEES REPORT - 1979
In 1979, we met eleven times to conduct the towns business con-
cerning the library. The first problem that faced us was the vacant
archivist position. This was filled by the appointment of Norma Thi-
bodeau, for one year. By Mid-February, we had completed our appli-
cation for National Register Status, for the library.
Our new trustee, Judy Rizzo, had to resign in late spring, due to
the untimely death of her husband, Anthony. Margaret Wyman was
subsequently appointed by the selectmen, and was elected secretary.
The high degree of uncertainty in energy costs and the impending
cost of paying a minimum wage to our librarian have caused a sub-
stantial increase in the proposed budget for next year. A number of
maintenance and repair items were taken care of this year which in-
clude the following: Purchase and installation of cellar storm win-
dows; installation of porch light; cutting of maple trees to alleviate
mildew problem; new cap for the chimney; repairing of short circuit
in furnace; new insulation for the old section of the building; and the
heating system was placed on a seven day, time controlled thermostat,
to save fuel.
A number of archival gifts were accepted by us on behalf of the
town, along with numerous small cash gifts to purchase books. We
have established "The Philip Dana Orcutt Memorial Trust Fund" from
the many donations made in his name. The income from the trust will
be used to purchase books for the permanent collection.
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Due to the impending retirement (May, 1980) of Edith Atkins, our
search for a new librarian began in the Fall and ended with the ap-
pointment of a librarian designate who is now working with Edith
and will take over the administration of the library next Spring.
Although we know the town will miss her, Edith's long devotion
to duty has earned her a well deserved rest from administrating two
libraries. She intends to continue as librarian in Winchester, for the
time being.
All in all, the seventies proved to be a rewarding decade for the
library. We hope the eighties will bring an even greater role for the
library in the educational and cultural growth for the citizens of Rich-
mond. We especially wish every success in this endeavor to our li-
brarian designate, Suzanne Whittemore.
Respectfully Submitted,
For the Board of Trustees,
Joseph G. Thibodeau,
Chairman
LIBRARY TRUSTEES FINANCIAL REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1979
Receipts
Town Appropriation
Cash Gifts in Trust Funds, carried forward
$2,785.00
212.09
Cash Gifts & Interest in Trust Funds
for Year 1979 140.88
Other Income (Book Fines and Sales)




Transfer of Portable Water Trust Fund
to Operating Account
Transfer of Library Addition Town Trust
11.75
to Operating Account









Custodial, including Grounds 50.00
$5,350.36
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Books, Periodicals and Binding 916.64
Purchases from Book Fines and Sales 365.91
All Other Operating Expenditures 974.01
Grand Total Expenditures $2,931.56
Net Balance from Town Appropriation,
plus Gifts and Transfer of Funds from
Trusts to General Operating, Books, and
Salaries (Accounts handled by Library
Checking Account.) $1,721.18
Balance of All Accounts at end of Year 1979 $2,418.80
Respectfully Submitted,
Board of Library Trustees
Stewart R. James, Treasurer
Capital Budget Report as of December 31, 1979
Carried Over From Previous Year $228.03
Expenditures (Closed Out) 228.03
Balance 0.00
Respectfully Submitted,
Board of Library Trustees
Stewart R. James, Treasurer
Auditor's Report
This is to Certify that I have examined the books of the Trustees
of the Richmond Town Library as of this date, and I find them to be
in Order. This includes the Checking Account covering the Town Ap-
propriation as well as the Trust Funds administered by the Trustees.
8 January, 1980 s/John D. Quint
CIVIL DEFENSE REPORT - 1979
I am pleased to report that there were no major incidents requir-
ing the services of Richmond Civil Defense this year since I assumed
the directorship after the untimely death of my brother Charles in
July. Charles to that point had been actively working, as I presently
am, on an update of the town inventory and the establishment of a
Richmond evacuation plan. The Federally/ State mandated evacuation
plan would serve the Town of Richmond in the event of a nuclear ac-











Projected appropriation to be spent for the restocking of medical
supplies and food provisions. Provisions will have to be made for im-
plementing the evacuation plan and the maintenance of Richmond





We are happy to report that we have two more people added to
the police force, John Hillock and Donald Javis. Therefore we have
had to outfit them and get them the equipment that is necessary for
the job so we used most of our money this year.
As usual most of our problems this year have been burglaries.








Report of the FIRE CHIEF
I make my report for the year ending December 31, 1979 to the
citizens and Selectmen of Richmond.
In the year 1979 we have been lucky, there is very little to report.
A few chimney fires and a couple of brush fires.
The new truck went into service the latter part of June.
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I would like to thank everyone that worked on trucks or equip-
ment.
We would like to thank all the neighboring towns we have called
on for assistance: Meadowood, all the Swanzeys, Winchester, Fitz-
william and Mutual Aid.
Respectfully Submitted,
Robert VanBrocklin, Chief
By authority of the State of New Hampshire the Forest Fire
Warden controls all outside burning in his town except backyard
cooking fires. Any person wishing to kindle a fire when the ground
is not covered with snow must obtain a fire permit from the town
Forest Fire Warden. No permits will be issued for fires between the
hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. unless it is raining.
Robert VanBrocklin,
Forest Fire Warden
RICHMOND FIRE DEPT. ~ RESCUE SQUAD
At the November meeting of the Fire Dept. the Richmond Fire
Dept. Rescue Squad was formed by the order of Chief Van Brocklin.
Due to a change in the State laws in August of 1979, Richmond
Fire Dept. was no longer being "Toned" for medical emergencies or
accidents because we had no one listed as qualified with the control
center in Keene.
The requirements were certification in CPR (Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation) and a Red Cross approved course in advanced First Aid.
As a result, steps were taken to train both Fire Dept. Personnel
and others in Richmond who were interested in being trained.
As of December 31, 1979 13 Richmond residents have taken the
required training and have received certificates — advanced First Aid
and CPR (8 in Winchester and 5 in Fitzwilliam).
These 13 people have joined the newly formed Richmond Fire
Dept. Rescue Squad.
Twelve more people are scheduled to start a course to be given
in Richmond on January 3rd and should have their cards as you read
this.
As a result of the efforts of these people and your Selectmen and
Fire Chief, Richmond is again being "Toned" for medical emergencies
and Rescue.
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A Word of Caution
In the event of an emergency, PLEASE use the 352-1100 number.
DO NOT call individual Rescue members.
To do this could result in loss of valuable time if it is determined




The following is a statement of the activities of the Richmond
Conservation Commission for the year ending December 31, 1979:
1. The Commission has held either regular meetings or work ses-
sions practically every month, and, as usual, has sent a copy of the
minutes to the selectmen after approval.
2. No serious outbreaks of weed pollution have been reported in
Cass Pond, but the pond continues to be monitored.
3. The Commission manned an information booth at the Rich-
mond Town Fair, as usual, and many pieces of helpful information
were distributed at no cost to the public.
4. The Commission mowed and cleaned the Quaker Cemetery
shortly before the Richmond Town Fair.
5. The most interesting episode of the year concerned the clear-
ing of power lines by the Public Service Company of New Hampshire.
The contractor who did the work did an horrendous job, and the Com-
mission, after many consultations with the contractor and the Public
Service Company with no results, filed a protest with the New Hamp-
shire State Arborist Board.
Representatives of that board, the Public Service Company and
the contractor met with the Commission, and the result was that the
work was re-done, and the situation rectified.
6. The Town Forest firewood project has so far been a disappoint-
ment. The problem is the access road. The town owns the south half
of the right of way and our neighbor on the north owns the north half.
Your Commission is doing its best to draw up an agreement to allow
the town and the neighbor to use the road for access to their respec-
tive properties for all forestry purposes, and we have made some
progress. Our town attorney has drawn up an agreement, and we are
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hopeful of getting it worded so that all parties concerned will feel
comfortable in signing it. It will be advantageous for all concerned
not to be trespassing on another's property.
We are looking forward to 1980, and the Commission urges the
citizens and other town departments to feel free to call on it with any
conservation problems they may have.
The status of our various accounts is as follows:
Richmond Conservation Commission Regular Fund




TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $1,405.00
Disbursements: None
Balance on Hand December 31, 1979 $1,405.00
Soil Conservation Account
Balance in Cheshire National Bank January 1, 1979 $290.58
Receipts:
Interest 15.37
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $305.95
Disbursements: None
Balance on Hand December 31, 1979 $305.95
Cass Pond Account
Balance in Cheshire National Bank January 1, 1979 $137.89
Receipts:
Interest 7.29
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $145.18
Disbursements: None
Balance on Hand December 31, 1979 $145.18
Quaker Cemetery Account
Balance in Cheshire National Bank January 1, 1979 $527.97
Receipts:
Interest 27.93
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $555.90
Disbursements: None




A new regulation voted on and passed at our last meeting states —
All new monuments will have a base of sand, stone and cement. Please
check with the sexton before setting any monument, this is to prevent
the stones from sinking or tilting after a few years. Perpetual care
markers have been ordered and should be ready to be placed by spring
cleanup time. Some vandalism is still with us, the new garbage cans
have disappeared again; therefore we will not replace them this year,
please take your clippings, dead flowers, etc. with you.
Midtown Cemetery, by the town hall, has again had the big white
gate snapped off and broken. In Benson Cemetery, off Fish Hatchery
Rd., we have had a recent report of much vandalism and as soon as
weather permits we will walk up and check on it as the road is im-
passable for a vehicle.
Our usual soda and beer bottles dot the graves in South and Earl
Howard and must be cleaned up every other week. In checking around
the different monument companies, we have located a cement that is
used on broken stones and we hope to be able to obtain some and
have the sexton use and start to repair some of the stones.
The cemeteries seem to be in good shape, with more sunken graves
filled in each year and the old section of South Cemetery is now mow-
able once more. The walls will continue to be kept cleared of brush
and little by little the stones are finding their way back on top of each
other to resemble a wall.
A copy has been made of all names and dates on stones in Earl
Howard, South and Old Section of South Cemeteries and we hope to
be able to do the same for Mid Town this summer and have a copy
available for the many inquiries we get each year from people check-








BEACH COMMITTEE'S REPORT - 1979
For the most part, we have a fairly successful year. We have be-
come quite concerned over the number of complaints concerning
vandalism, drunkenness, and rowdyism. A number of people had to
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leave the beach or did not use the facility out of fear of harrassment.
The beach committee, along with the police and the Selectmen,
are making a concerted effort to correct these problems next summer.
Some of the solutions we are recommending may seem harsh, but
please bear with us and we are sure the town can have a more n-
joyable and safe beach.
We spent our total appropriation this year and are asking for a
sizable increase so that we may do the things that need attention.
Projects being considered for 1980:
1. New roof on toilet facility.
2. Enlarge swimming area by adding sand to south end of
beach.
3. Purchase sand & regrade beach.
4. Repair raft.
5. Increase police patrol.
6. Rent a dumpster to eliminate smelly, fly ridden, barrels.
7. Try to establish a communications system with Camp
Takodah.
New Rules being Considered for 1980:
1. No guest passes — authorized vehicles only, in parking
area.
2. Picnic tables confined to off beach areas.
3. Regulation of traffic on Pond Woods Road.
4. New Beach Hours.




For the Beach Committee
PLANNING BOARD REPORT
For the first time in its history members of the Planning Board
were elected directly by the voters in place of the previous method
of appointment by the Selectmen. The outcome has been a highly
active and conscientious board.
During 1979 the Planning Board acted upon 10 subdivision re-
quests.
The board has also been shaping the groundwork for the Town's
Master Plan and with the aid of the townspeople and guidance of the
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Southwestern New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission will
continue toward its completion.
The Master Plan will encourage actions that are in the Town's
best interests and will chart a course to benefit the people of Rich-
mond and its future generations by avoiding actions which cannot
later be adequately corrected. The plan will also provide planning
policies to assure that decisions are in harmony with the objectives
and policies of the town.
Throughout the coming year the board will be presenting its find-




For the Planning Board
Harry Bennett
Richard Bigda
Orrin Holman, Jr., Secretary
William Pearsall




In 1979, we continued to develop the land behind the Fire De-
partment. Our appropriation of $1,000.00 was used to have a survey
made showing elevations and amounts of fill required to bring the
area up to level.
Requests for bids were sent out to various contractors and Leonard
Lawrence was awarded the contract. Stumps were relocated, fill
brought in and the area brought up to level.
It is our wish that the residents of the town of Richmond will honor











WINCHESTER DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
We offer skilled nursing visits by a professional nurse. We continue
to have contracts with a Physical Therapist, WIC (Women, Infants
and Children), Cheshire Health and Social Services for Homemakers
and Home Health Aides. Our Immunization Programs and Blood Pres-
sure Screenings are open to the public.
There were two blood pressure clinics in Richmond during 1979.
149 Patients were seen during 1979.
We hope that 1980 will be as successful a year as 1979. Anyone can
make referrals to our agency. If you or anyone you know needs the
services of a nurse or any other services we provide, please feel free
to contact us.
We are available Monday through Friday from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30
P.M. We can make one visit without doctor's orders. So please call us.
We are here to serve you.
Thank you.
Yours truly,
Colette T. Schwartz, R.N.
RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT
The year's activities began Richmond Fair Day with a parade and
games sponsored by the Committee.
The week of summer camp and the swimming lessons were a
great success, with 35 children attending camp and 30 attending
swimming lessons.
The Recreation Committee began a new program for children of
preschool age and all those who attended enjoyed themselves thor-
oughly. The success of these summer preschool classes ensure their
continuation.
Camperships this summer went to Loren Merrifield, Mark Foote,
Edward Campbell, and Sara Jane Wyman.
Summer activities ended with a visit to the KSC Summer Theatre
Production.
A Halloween Party was held the Sunday evening before, with
judging of costumes, jack-o-lantern judging, games, and a spook house
which produced shivers down the spines of the most stout-hearted.
About 45 children attended and our thanks to all those who helped
make the party a success.
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The Christmas Party held December 16th began with a visit by
Santa Claus, then the children trimmed the tree and sang caroles.
Finally, a New Year's Party was held at the Veterans Hall with
Ben Hall providing the music. Although the attendance was small, all
those who came enjoyed the night thoroughly dancing to music from
the 50's, 60's and 70's with a midnight pot luck supper to ring in the
80's with style.










To the Town of Richmond:
On the weekend of 28th of Sept. my family went to New Hamp-
shire for a few days at a friend's place.
On the last day of our stay, an accident happened with a 12-year-old
boy, getting burned second and third degree on his legs. With the boy
in such pain and us being so far away from home, I thought for sure
we were doomed.
The Emergency Medical Team came to our aid with the help from
a very warm person who cared.
John Hillock, who is on your force was at our side at the right time.
He helped in every way he could to assure us that the boy was in good
hands. When someone like him goes out of their way on their job, my
family and I agree that he should be thanked.
Please thank John Hillock again for all his help and for being him.
We here in this town of New Britain would be very proud just to have
one active policeman like him. You are very lucky and should be very
proud of him.
He is in our hearts — God Bless Him.
Thank you John Hillock
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond O'Bright & Family












Ahlberg, Ferdinand 2nd — C






Austin, Robert — C
Austin, Mary Susan — C
Austin, Ruby
Audette, Betty















Bigda, Sharon — C
Bigda, Lisa — C
Bigda, Dawn — C
Blackledge, James
Blackledge, Maureen
Blackledge, Derek — C
Blair, Harold






















Brewer, Christopher — C
Brooks, Roger
Brooks, Phyllis
Brooks, George — C
Brooks, Eric — C
Brooks, Stacey — C
Brooks, Heather — C
Brooks, Kelley - C
Brooks, Beverly — C
Brunk, Anna Kathryn — C
Bugatch, Sharon
Bugatch, Amy — C






Campbell, Edward F. - C
Campbell, John — C































Dexter, Dimity — C





Dodier, David — C


















Fisher, Dean — C
Fisher, Scott — C






Foote, Tracy — C
Foote, Mark - C





Frampton, David — C










Gorman, Melissa — C
Gorman, Sasha — C
Graves, David
Graves, Judith
Graves, Craig — C
Graves, Crescent — C
Graves, Cory — C
Green, Jonathan
Green, Jean












Hawley, Allison — C











Hillock, John Jr. - C
Hillock, Tom - C
Hillock, Vicky Lynn — C
Hillock, Ralph
Hillock, Beverly
Hillock, Jennifer — C




Holm, Donald Jr. - C
Holman, Orrin
Holman, Diane
Holman, Sarah — C
Holman, Erin Marie — C
Hood, Craig
Huebner, Holly — C
Huebner, Jennifer — C
Hunter, James
Hunter, Gina — C
Hunter, Michelle — C
Hunter, Harold — C
Jarvis, Donald
Jarvis, Arlene
Jarvis, Jesse — C














































Lutz, Leighton — C
Lutz, Courtney — C
Mahoney, Brian
Mahoney, Diane




Marrer, Nancy — C
Marrer, Michael — C
Marsh, Russell











May, Debbie — C
May, Diane — C
May, Gary — C
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May, Sarah — C
May, Ernest — C
May, Melissa — C










Merrifield, Lauren — C






















Patnode, Jackie — C
Patnode, William
Patnode, Donna
Patnode, (Atkins) Ralph - C






Pearsall, Patricia — C










Randall, John - C
Randall, Tommy — C
Reeves, Cynthia
Remick, Bertha
Remick, Matthew — C
Rice, James
Rice, Martha








Robbins, Stacy — C
Robbins, Brenda — C
Robbins, Shaun — C
Robbins, Charles — C
Rogers, Stillman
Rogers, Barbara
Rogers, Juliette — C





Ryan, Leah — C
Schofield, Robert
Schofield, Mary








Swanson, Carl — C
Swanson, Christine -r C
Swanson, Sherry — C




Swanson, James A. — C
Swanson, Timothy — C
Swanson, Edwin
Swanson, Linda
Swanson, Edwin Jr. — C
Sweeney, Lawrence
Sweeney, Dorothy
Sweeney, William — C
Sweeney, Brian — C
Sweeney, Rebekah — C
Sweeney, April — C
Sweeney, Benjamin — C







Taylor, Kris — C
Taylor, Kerri — C
Taylor, Dana Jr. — C
Taylor, Jeffrey
Taylor, Christine
Taylor, Jennifer — C
Taylor, Julie - C
Taylor, Justin — C
Thibodeau, Joseph
Thibodeau, Norma
Thibodeau, Wendy — C
Thibodeau, Robert — C










VanBrocklin, Andrew — C
VanValzah, Robert
VanValzah, Doris
VanValzah, Robbie - C
Waldron, Guy
Waldron, Jane
Waldron, Kristin — C





Webber, Margaret — C
Weed, Charles
Weed, April
Weed, Tobie - C
Weed, Rebekah - C
Weed, Tim - C
White, Bruce - C
White, Crissy - C






Whittemore, Melissa — C






Wyman, Stephen — C




















































S.F. Owner M N.M. F S.F.
Hillock, Melody 1
James, Stewart 1














































VanBrocklin, Robert 1 Wilcox, Fred 1
VanValzah, Doris 1 White, Christine 1
Waldron, Guy 1 White, Kathleen 1
Warme, Rune 1 Whitney, Emily 1
Webber, Richard 1 Totals 60 11 11 41
Weed, April 1 2 Kennels
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RESIDENT TAX ~ 1979
Adder, Lynn $10.00 Carrier, Elizabeth 10.00
Ackler, Dorothy 10.00 Carrier, Robert 10.00
Ahlberg, Ferdinand 10.00 Carpenter, Madalyn 10.00
Ahlberg, Jean 10.00 Campbell, Edward 10.00
Aldrich, Theodore 10.00 Campbell, Barbara 10.00
Aldrich, Jaye 10.00 Castine, Edna 10.00
Audette, Betty 10.00 Coy, Charles 10.00
Austin, Robert 10.00 Coy, Sharon 10.00
Austin, Virginia 10.00 Coy, Robert 10.00
Bartos, Richard 10.00 Davis, Leonard 10.00
Bartram, Stanley 10.00 Davis, Valma E. 10.00
Bartram, Margaret 10.00 Davis, Lynn 10.00
(Abated) Dell, Anthony 10.00
Beaman, Charles 10.00 Delworth, Melanie 10.00
Beaman, Marianna 10.00 Deitrich, Philip 10.00
Beers, Mary Hawley 10.00 Deitrich, Adele 10.00
Bennett, Shaun 10.00 Dick, Anita 10.00
Bennett, Sara 10.00 Dodier, Philip 10.00
Bigda, Richard 10.00 Dodier, Judith 10.00
Bigda, Joan 10.00 Doubleday, Milton 2nd 10.00
Blackledge, James 10.00 Doubleday, Sandra 10.00
Blackledge, Maureen 10.00 Doubleday, Milton 3rd 10.00
Blair, Harold 10.00 Doubleday, Kim 10.00
Blais, George 10.00 Dugan, Ella 10.00
Blais, Helena 10.00 D'Orio, Frank 10.00
Blais, Christine 10.00 D'Orio, Doris 10.00
Blais, Fred 10.00 Finley, James 10.00
Boccalini, John 10.00 Finley, Olive 10.00
Boszhardt, Nancy 10.00 Flanders, Rudolph 10.00
Boutwell, Richard 10.00 Flanders, Ruth 10.00
Bradshaw, Walter 10.00 Foote, Richard 10.00
Bradshaw, Jill 10.00 Foote, Sheila 10.00
Brewer, Timothy 10.00 Frampton, David 10.00
Brewer, Susan 10.00 Frampton, Margaret 10.00
Brewer, Kevin 10.00 Gamarlo, Barbara 10.00
Brewer, Mary 10.00 Gilman, Charles 10.00
Brewer, Keith 10.00 Gilman, Judith 10.00
Brooks, Roger 10.00 Gordon, Nancy 10.00
Brooks, Phyllis 10.00 Gorman, Robert 10.00
Bumell, Charles 10.00 Gorman, Judith 10.00
Burnell, Nancy 10.00 Graves, David 10.00
Bugatch, Sharon 10.00 Graves, Judith 10.00
Bush, Marshall 10.00 Goelz, Peter 10.00
Calzini, Joseph 10.00 Hamm, George 10.00
Calzini, Irene 10.00 Hammond, Horace 10.00
Calzini, Richard 10.00 Hammond, Lemira 10.00
Carrier, Roger 10.00 Harvey, Alan 10.00
Carrier, Mary 10.00 Hawley, Gordon 10.00
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Hawley, Mary 10.00 Lutz, Geraldine 10.00
Hewlett, David 10.00 Mahoney, Brian 10.00
Heise, Shirlev 10.00 Mahoney, Diane 10.00
Herman, Tom 10.00 Marrer, Kenneth 10.00
Hillock, Homer 10.00 Marrer, Mary Jane 10.00
Hillock, Zelma 10.00 McCann, Frank 10.00
Hillock, John 10.00 March, Kenneth 10 00
Hillock, Audrey 10.00 Marsh, Russell 10.00
Hillock, Ralph' 10.00 Martin, Edward L. Jr. 10.00
Hillock, Beverly 10.00 Mattson, Gerald 10.00
Holm, Donald 10.00 Mattson, B. Eleanor 10.00
Holm, Marion 10.00 Mattson, Weldon 10.00
Holman, Orrin 10.00 Mattson, Karen 10.00
Holman, Diane 10.00 Mattson, Kerwin 10 00
Hull, Ma'Carry 10.00 Mattson, Kendall 10.00
Hood. Craig 10.00 Merrifield, Jerald 10.00
Jones, Paul 10.00 Merrifield, Susan 10.00
Jones, Theta 10.00 Merrifield, Velma 10.00
Jarvis, Donald 10.00 Mauri, Jay 10.00
Jarvis, Arlene 10.00 May, Richard 10.00
Jillson, Francis 10.00 May, Shirley 10.00
Jillson, Jane 10.00 Millard, Michael 10.00
Jillson, Michael 10.00 Milonas, Charles 10.00
Johnson, C. Walter 10.00 Moore, Marion 10.00
Jordon, Jennifer 10.00 Noltingj R. Douglas 10.00
Kleeman, Christopher 10.00 Nolting, Barbara C. 10.00
Kozlowski, Joe 10.00 O'Connell, William Jr. 10.00
Kozlowski, Marilyn 10.00 Orcutt, Margaret 10.00
Kauppi, Gloria 10.00 Packard, Robert 10.00
Krise, George 10.00 Packard, Susan 10.00
Krise, Janice 10.00 Patterson, Donald 10.00
Kennedy, Robert 10.00 Patterson, Irene 10.00
LaBelle, Grover 10.00 Patnode, Henri 10.00
LaBelle, Marilyn 10.00 Patnode, Maureen 10.00
Lane, Kenneth 10.00 Parsells, Donald 10.00
Lane, Karen 10.00 Parsells, Linda 10.00
Lawrence, Eugene 10.00 Pearsall, William 10.00
Lawrence, Deborah 10.00 Pearsall, Andrea 10.00
Lawrence, Linda 10.00 Pearsall, Michael 10.00
Lescynski, Henry 10.00 Pearsall, Diane 10.00
Lescynski, Nancy 10.00 Powers, Arden 10.00
Lambert, John 10.00 Powers, Barbara 10.00
Lambert, Mary 10.00 Quint, John D. 10.00
Longdon, John 10.00 Quintard, Evert 10.00
Longdon, Priscilla 10.00 Quintard, Joan 10.00
Lord Harry 10.00 Reeves, Cynthia 10.00
Lounder, Arthur 10.00 Randall, Rodney 10.00
Lounder, Margaret 10.00 Randall, Dale 10.00
Lounder, Dorothy 10.00 Remick, Bertha 10.00
















































































Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Ahlberg, Ferdinand & Jean
2.5 A Cronk Place
Aldrich, Theodore & Jaye
15 A Carpenter Place
Austin, Robert & Virginia (V)
20 A Carter Place
Austin, Ruby (V)
5 A Barden Place
Baker, Irene
9 A Part of Thayer Place
2 A Young Lot
Bartram, Stanley & Margaret (V)
1.4 A Part of Gorham Place
Bartos, Richard (Inv. Pen.)
1 A Blodgett Place
Beers, Mae Gates
85 A Home Place
Bennett, Harry & Jennie
19 A Home Place & Bldgs.
32 A Irene Lot
29 A Scott Lot
12 A Bigelow Lot
5 A Scott Meadow
15 A Carpenter Lot
6 A Lawrence Flat
1 A Prescott Lot
4 A Scott Mowing
5 A Handy Lot
1 A School House Lot & Bldg.
Bennett, Shaun
2 Lots & Bolza Cottage
5 A Part of Bullock PI.
Beaman, Charles & Marianne (V)
8 A Brickyard Brook #11
Bigda, Richard & Joan
6.2 A Brickyard Brook #8
Bischof, Joseph & Maureen
White (Patnode)
2.1 A Part of Packard Lot
Blais, George & Helena
1.5 A Howe Tavern Lot
2 A Southwick Place
1 A Knight Place
$725 $14411 $15136 $549.43
1350 12065 13415 486.96
2200 10947 13147 427.23
1450 14709 6159 173.57
1650
400 6485 8535 309.82
1300 16027 17327 578.97
1300 6320 7620 286.60
R. 750












400 1722 19187 696.48
2450
5433 7883 286.15
1000 16254 17254 576.32












Land Bldgs. Value Tax
8 A Parker Mowing
3.1 A Stinson Lot
2 A Hood Land
Blair, Harold
1 A Hooper Place
Blackledge, James & Maureen
11.3 A Brickyard Brook #6
Boccolini, John
33 A Part of Walker PI.
Boutwell, iRichard
25 A Buffum Lot
Bradshaw, Walter & Jill (V)
97.7 A Conway Place
Brewer, Kevin & Mary (V)
1 A Quaker Prop.
Brewer, Norman & Geraldine (V)
1 A Howe Tavern
6 A Martin Lot
Brewer, Timothy & Susan (V)
2 A Leon Amidon Place
Brooks, Roger & Phyllis (V)
29.5 A Rawding Place
40 A Sherwin Lot
20 A Rice Lot
.5 A Camp Site
26.3 A Part of E. Cass PI.
Bugatch, Sharon, Elmer
& Hazel Thresher
2 A Part of Southwick Lot
Burnell, Charles & Nancy (V)
3.7 A Morgan Reserve #31
Calzini, Richard
7 A Lang, Rd, Tract C
Campbell, Edward & Barbara
3.2 A Bullock Rd. #1
3.2 A Bullock Rd. #2
Carpenter, Stanley & Madeline
5.1 A O. T. Cass Lot
Carrier, Roger Sr. & Mary
1.7 A Montgomery Place
Cass, Lyman
34.9 A O. T. Cass Lot
80 A Home Place
8 A Crooker Meadow
Castine, Richard & Edna
1 A Leonard Lounder Place
Coy, Charles & Sharon
455
100 40407 1,466.77
700 8010 8710 316.17
1765 26547 28312 1,027.72
2800 15032 17832 647.30
1850 20420 22270 808.40
6085 18294 24379 834.95
700 11488 12188 392.42
1300
300 10814 12414 400.62






1300 2610 3910 141.93
1385 12880 14265 467.81
950 13817 14767 536.04
560
1360 23800 25720 933.63
1455 14215 10670 387.32







NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
2 A Part of Mullen Lot 700 5754 6454 234.28
Coy, Robert & Martha {Inv. Pen.)
57 A Gorham Place 4050 16078 20128 740.64
Coutts, Robert & Madeline (Inv. Pen.)
.5 A Williams Mill Site & Cottage 700 4640 5340 203.84
Crile, Don (V)
14 A Part of Lee Woods Lot 700
12.8 A Donqui Farm 1840 14942 17482 584.59
Davis, Leonard & Valma E. (V)
3 A Mary King Place 1350 15377
16.8 A Mary King Land 840 17567 587.68
Dell, Anthony (Inv. Pen.)
113.7 A Conway Place 6285 16560 22845 839.27
DeSalles, Evelyn P. (V)
7 A Part of Cronk Place 1550 13859 15409 509.34
Dexter, Frederick & Valarie
2 A Part of Lewis Cass Place 1300 30340 31640 1,148.53
Dickinson, Harold
12 A Home Place 1800 12029 13829 -0-
Deitrich, Philip & Adele
3.6 A Bullock Rd. #5 1380 8664 10044 364.59
Dodier, Philip & Judith
1 A Store, House & Apt. 1600 21604 23204 842.30
5.5 A Part of Twitchell Pi. 1475 29141 30616 1,111.36
D'Orio, Frank & Doris
5.1 A Cragin-Curtis Tract 5 1455 31790 33245 1,206.79
Dugan, Robert & Ella
21.6 A Part of Gorham PI. 1680 15559 17239 625.77
Farnum, Harry & Edith
% A Putney Lot & Bldg. 700 2400 3100 -0-
Faust, Alfred & Beatrix (V.)
62 A Garfield Place R. 1300
OU. 2100 7511
22 A Holbrook Lot 1100 7011 204.49
Finley, James & Olive (V)
35 A Part of Lang Lot Tract J. 2350 8560 10910 346.03
Flanders, Rudolph & Ruth (V)
100 A Eller-Hale Lot 6200 4972 11172 355.54
Foote, Richard & Sheila (V)
9.9 A Bullock Lot #3 1695 16390 18085 606.48
Fournier, David & Agnes (V)
5.3 A Stanley Amidon PI. 1465 19596 21061 714.51
Frampton, JDavid & Margaret (V)
7.5 A Tolman Meadow 375
8.3 A Twitchell Lot 165 13899 14439 474.13
Gilman, Charles
3 A Martin Homestead 1350 18364 19714 715.61
-74-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Glick, John A. (V)
49 A Cook Place 3050 9980 13030 422.98
Goelz, Peter & Diane Desimone
3 A Morgan Reserve #9 1350 13500 14850 539.05
Gorman, Robert & Judith
28.7 A Cliff Goodell Place 2035 27264
2.1 A Baird Home Place 1305 19754
7.3 A Thomas Baird Lot 365 50723 1,814.24
Graves, David & Judith
10 A Part of Bullock Lot 1700
5 A Whitcomb Lot 250 22240 24190 878.09
Hamm, George & Verona
15.6 A Sidney Bowen Place 1380
1 A Part of Sidney Bowen Lot 400 15398 17178 623.56
Hammond, Horace (Inv. Pen.)
1.1 A House Lot 1300 6994 8294 311.07
Hapgood, Charles
2 A Campbell Place 700 4652 5352 194.27
Harvey, Alan S. (V)
1 A Ryan Place 1300 11032 12332 397.65
Hawley, Gordon & Mary (V)
3.23 A Phillips Place 762 14830 15592 515.98
Heald, Elva & Roger
4 A Part of Bowen Lot 1400 12744 14144 -0-
Heise, Roy B. & Shirley (V)
80 A Jonas Wheeler Place 12100 20151
Camp Development 23731
42 A Part of O. T. Cass Lot 2100
Trailers (7) 4350 62432 2,216.28
Herman, Thomas & Jeremy Youst
2.1 A Morgan Reserve #2 1305 14778 16083 583.81
Hewlett, David (V)
8 A Christopherson Place 1600 21574 23174 791.21
Hillock, Homer & Zelma
1.75 A Home Place 700 5384 6084 220.84
Hillock, John & Audrey
1.85 A Part of Hillock Land 700 3983 4683 169.99
Hillock, Ralph & Beverly
i/
4 A Robert Hillock Land 700 3580 4280 155.36
Holm, Donald & Marion (V)
1 A Home Place 1300 14281 15581 515.59
Holman, Orrin & Diane
3.2 A Bullock Rd. #6 1360 12236 13596 493.53
Hull, Ma'Carry
3 A Morgan Reserve #8 1350 14096 15446 560.68
Hunter, James & Harry Van Orden Jr,
8 A Reidy Place 1070 11250 12320 447.21
-75-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
James, Stewart Ross (V)
18.8 A Home Place R. 1540 14761
121.4 A Snow Lot OU. 3399
38.4 A Lee Woods Lot CU. 1075 20775 704.13
Jarvis, Donald & Arlene (V)
2 A Home Place 1300 14820 16120 535.15
Jillson, Francis & Jane
1 A Sherwood Place 1300 6734 8034 291.63
Johnson, C. Walter
45 A Martin Place 2850 7422
60 A Martin Lot 3000 13272 481.77
Jones, Paul & Theta
2.5 A Boquist Place 725 7290 8015 290.94
Jones, Stephen & Martha
5.1 A Wakefield Tavern 1455 26921 28376 1,040.04
Kozlowski, John (Inv. Pen.), Donald Patterson
& Alexander Buzzi (V)
40 A Martin Lot & Camp 4800 13430 18230 611.74
Knight, Ralph Est.
4.3 A Old Home Place & Camp 515 1093 1608 58.37
Knight, Hazel
1 A Hart Lot & Cabin 700 2570 3270 118.70
Krise, George & Janice
6.8 A Moore Place 1540 11974
14.5 A Quaker Lot 725 14239 516.87
LaBelle, Grover, Marilyn & Rita
1 A Home Place 700 5445 6145 223.06
Lane, Kenneth & Karen
35 A Daniels Lot 2950 13650 16600 602.58
Lanick, Jerry & Marion
3 A Part of Freeman Land 1375 7172 3547 128.75
Lawrence, Eugene & Deborah
5.6 A Colburn Lot #4 1480 11568 13048 473.63
Leeman, Maymie (V)
.5 A Prescott Place 700 6951 2651 -0-
Lescynski, Henry & Nancy
10.4 A Bullock Rd. #4 1720 9522 11242 408.08
Longdon, John & Priscilla
8 A Sherrick Place 1600 11041 12641 458.86
Lord, Harry C. & George W. (V)
25 A Cronk Land & Bldg. 2450 17683 21033 680.32
Lounder, Arthur & Margaret (V)
4 A Weeks Place 1400 7878 9278 286.79
Lutz, Joseph & Geraldine (V)
100 A Beals Place 6200 12435 18635 626.45
Mahoney, Brian




Land Bldgs. Value Tax
March, Kenneth & Melanie Dehvorth
5.6 A Colony Hill Lot #4
Marrer, Kenneth & Mary Jane (V)
11 A Part of Twitchell Lot
Marsh, Russell (V)
1 A Harry Hooper Land
Martin, Eunice & Edward Jr. (V)
70 A Home Place & Bldgs.
Martin, Edward L. Jr. (V)
46.5 A Otis Martin Place
Mattson, Gerald & B. Eleanor (V)
20.7 A Part of Mahoney Place
Mattson, Weldon
7.5 A Martin Lot & Camp
May, Richard & Shirley (Inv. Pen.)
15 A Prentice Lot & Bldg.
Merrifield, Francis & Velma (V)
10 A Home Place
Merrifield, Jerald & Susan (V)
1 A Boyeson Lot
Millard, Michael
5.1 A Putney Place
Moore, William & Marion
.5 A Home Place
Morse, Franklin
1 A Home Place
Morse, Harry & Effie
12.9 A Home Place
Nolting, R. Douglas & Barbara C.
10.2 A Colburn Lots #1 & 2
Orcutt, Philip D. & Margaret M.
85 A Part of Harkness Place
2 A Camp Lot
160 A J. Ballou Place
80 A L. Ballou Place
105 A H. Ballou Lot
131 A Harkness Lot
81 A Howe Lot
72 A Ballou Lot
40 A Martin Lot
1 A Newman Lot
10 A Converse Lot
7 A Bowen Lot
2 A Camp Lot
Ostlund, Hazel & Thelma Dubriske
59 A Home Place
1 A Cottage
1480 10612 12092 438.93
1750 26963 28713 992.28
700 4811 5511 150.04
3420 18695 22115 702.77
1860 1310 3170 115.07
1835 8420 10255 322.25
835 2871 3706 134.52
1350 5625 6975 263.19
1100 11534 12634 408.61
700 6793 7493 221.99
855 11522 12377 449.28
700 7942 3642 132.20
1170 6064 7234 262.59
1105 4078 5183 -0-


















NAME Land BIdgs. Value Tax
10.8 A Ingalls Place 1000 4500 30828 1,119.05
Packard, Guy
48.5 A Home Place 2725 10483 3208 116.45
Packard, Robert & Susan (V)
1 A Smith Place 700 10432 11132 354.09
Patnode, William & Donna
1 A Home Place 700 5186
2.5 A Boquist Lot 500 6386 231.81
Parsells, Donald & Linda (V)
19.3 A Part of Esther Cass Place 2165 21843 24008 821.49
Pearsall, William & Andrea (V)
5 A Home Place 1450 18165
5 A Factory Bldg. 1750 7680 29045 1,004.33
Powers, Arden & Barbara (Iiw. Pen.)
6.4 A Brickyard Brook Lot #2 i 1520 20695 22215 816.40
Quint, John D.





15 A Burgess Lot CU. 525
.6 A Freeman Lot CU. 21
52 A Merrill Lot CU. 1820
44 A Garnsey Lot CU. 1540
2.3 A Lawrence Flat CU. 80
250 A Taft Lot CU. 8750
68.8 A Norwood Lot CU. 2408
88 A Martin Lot CU. 3080
65 A Putney Lot CU. 2275 22776 829.05
Quintard, Evert & Joan (V)





6.6 A Brickyard Brook #12 CU. 231 26726 920.15
Randall, Rodney
49.7 A Swan Place 3085 16040
Trailer 1500 20625 748.68
Rice, Frank & Winifred
5.3 A Home Place 1465 11603 13068 474.36
Rice, James & Martha
1 A Home Place 1300 10031 11331 411.31
Richardson, Laurence H.
6.3 A Morgan Reserve #27B 915 6440 7355 266.98
Rizzo, Judith
21 A Mill House & Land 1650 9583 11233 407.75
Robbins, Leland & Louise (V)
6.2 A Fisher Place 910 6926 7836 234.44
Robbins, Leonard & Dorothy
2 A Home Place 700 7268 2968 107.73
Robinson, Allen & Marcia
-78-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
4 A Part of Sidney Bowen Pi. 1400 10857 12257 444.92
Rogers, Stillman & Barbara (V)
6 A Part of Lewis Cass Place 1380 12725 14105 462.01
Rotaan, Inc.
11 A Cragin-Curtis Lot Tract 1 950 2000 2950 107.08
Rummler, Alfred (V)
102 A Prescott Place R. 1300
CU. 3250 12720
24 A Buffum Lot CU. 840
1 A Dan Buffum Lot CU. 35 14105 462.01
Sax, Dorian
5.1 A Bullock Lot #8 655 655 23.77
Schofield, Robert & Mary (Inv. Pen.)
69 A Atherton Lot 4650 9800
12 A Nash Place 1800 16470 32220 1,179.58
Sheppard, Stephen (Inv. Pen.)
37.8 A Hooper Place 2440 9212
1 A Schoolhouse Lot 560 2349 14561 538.56
Siodmak, Roger & Patricia
4 A Reservoir Lot 800 15342 16142 585.95
Smart, Howard & Dorothy (V)
1 A Home Place 700 6181 6881 199.78
Stinson, Arthur & Ruby
10.6 A Home Place 1130 12806
94.2 A Aldrich Lot 2637 16573 601.59
Stone, Helen (V)
14.5 A Home Place 1325 16574 17899 599.73
Swanson, Carl & Francine
1.5 A House Lot 700 7199 7899 286.73
Swanson, Edwin & Linda
3 A Fisher Lot 1350 5800 7150 259.54
Swanson, Marcia (V)
134.5 A Sprague Place 7925 7827
7.3 A Barden Meadow 365 16117 535.04
Sweeney, Francis & Louise Est.
20 A Home Place 1460 11430 12890 467.90
Sweeney, Lawrence & Dorothy
3.5 A Part of Prescott Place 1375 10550 11925 432.87
Tandy, Norman & Jean (V)
29.9 A Kelton Lot R. 1835
CU. 602 18900 21337 724.53
Taylor, Dana & Mary (V)
1.1 A Walter Johnson Place ilOO 16677
9.7 A Twitchell Land 1085 7350 26212 901.49
Taylor, Jeffrey & Christine (V)
8 A Bowen Lot 1600 15727







Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma (V)
44 A Rollins Lot
Thompson, Johanne
20 A Home Place
Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
8 A Southwick Lot
Tilton, Nathan
4 A Shepherdson Lot
12 A Hammond Lot
Treat, Bruce & Janet
5 A Colony Lot # 1
VanBrocklin, Hugh & Alison
5.5 A Granite Hill Lot #3
VanBrocklin, Robert & Sylvia
47.1 A Home Place
VanValzah, Robert & Doris (V)
17.8 A Home Place &
Hooper Land
26 A Mullen Lot
Waldron, Guy & Jane
2 A Part of Williams Place
Walker, Michelle
5.1 A Part of Kelton Lot
Warme, Rune & Marguarite
5.5 A Lang Lot Tract E
Webber, Richard & Patricia
1 A Vienna Scott Place
Weed, Charles F. Jr.
y4 A Dannals Place
Whipple, Ray
32.8 A Handy Lot
Whitney, Emily
1 A Home Place
White, Maude
2 A Burgess Place
Whittemore, Peter & Suzanne (V)
3.2 A Part of Tolman Meadow
Wilcox, Fred & Helen
1.3 A Karen Jensen Place
Zachai, Dorian
5 A Whipple Place
Trailer
3450 20329 23779 813.17
1600 7958 4558 165.45
1600 13413 15013 544.97
660
600 1776 3036 110.20
1450 6938 8388 304.48
1475 15420 16895 613.28
2955 5423 8378 304.12
2165 14377
1300 17842 597.66
1300 13737 15037 545.84
1455 5795 7250 263.17
1475 10315 11790 427,97
560 11964 12524 454.62
700 4590 5290 192.02
2000 2000 72.60
1300 10092 11392 -0-
700 5327 6027 -0-
1360 13388 14748 485.35






NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Ackler, Dorothy
5 A Tolman Place $850 $10190 $11040 $400.75
Adamovitch, Michel
1 A Leliwa Place 560 965
16 A Sprague-tflussell Lot 800
3 A Dog Patch 450 2775 100.73
Amato, Arthur T.
1 A Campsite & Trailer 500 1280
19.8 A Part of Taft Lot 1440 3220 116.88
Amidon, Norman
20.6 A Part of Freeman Lot 1030 1030 37.38
Amidon, Stanley & Shirley (Inv. Pen.)
6.7 A Herrick Lot 335
28 A Allen-Sherrick Lot 1400
10 A WiswallLot 500
15 A Burbank Lot 750
72.5 A Home Land 3625
9 A Sherrick Lot 450
32 A Piper Lot 1600
29 A Burgess Lot 1450
40 A Mann Lot 2000
3 A Nelson-Gray Lot 150
11 A Locust Pasture 550 12810 475.00
Anderson, Kenneth & Linda
2.1 A Morgan Reserve #7 505 505 18.33
Anderson, Norman
6 A Soderman Lot 760 2290 3050 110.71
Apuzzo, Salvatore & Carmela
60 A Carpenter Lot 3000 3000 108.90
Atkins, Edith
160 A Bullock Place 9070 13665
6 A Schoolhouse & Lot 700 2790
1.1 A Pond Lot 1000
5.8 A Part of Aldrich Lot 690 27915 1,013.31
Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy (Inv. Pen.)
297 A Whitney Place 15450 21828
50 A Bolles Lot 2500
17 A Howard Lot 850
70 A Norwood Lot 3500
100 A Nims Lot 5000 49128 1,793.34
Baird, Marion Est.
10.3 A Andrew £aird Lot 515
12 A Tucker Meadow 600 1115 40.47
Balavender, Raymond & Doris
21 A Rich Lot & Morse Camp 1510 2943 4453 161.64
81-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Ballou, Lawrence
117 A Newell Lot 5850 5850 212.35
Ballou, Ronald & Ruth
15.7 A Martin Lot 785
75 A Cummins Lot 3750 4535 164.62
Barcome, Glenn S.
5.3 A Granite Hill #1 665 665 24.13
Barrett, Frederick, Robert &
Dorothy Allen (lav. Pen.)
15 A Nutting Lot 750 750 37.22
Bassett, Cortland
11.4 A Wood Lot 570 570 20.69
Bean, Charles S.
90 A Merrifield Lot 4500
38 A Winchester Lot 1900 6400 232.32
Beauregard, Charles & Sons
40 A Norwood Lot 2000 2000 72.60
Beauvais, Charles & Joyce
5.2 A Bullock Rd. #10 660 660 23.95
Bell, Margaret
18.5 A Part of Lewis Cass Pi. 1325 250 1575 57.17
Benoit, Adrian & Margaret (Inv. Pen.)
50 A Corliss Lot 2500 2500 100.75
Bense, Roger & Joanne
2.9 A Morgan Reserve #4 1345 9207 10552 383.03
Beirman, Edward & Marie
65 A Quinn-Crogan Lot 3250 3250 117.97
Bingham, Edith
4 A Part of Lang Lot 600 1000 1600 58.08
Bingham Lumber Co.
40 A Hammond Lot 2000
20 A Naramore Lot 1000 3000 108.90
Blacher, Steven
2.1 A Morgan Reserve #21 505 505 18.33
Bossick, Robert Jr.
50 A Leonard Lot 2500 2500 90.75
Brewer, Kenneth S.
19 A Bullock Lot 950
45 A Bullock Lot 2250 3200 116.16
Bridge, Ann M.
10 A Twitchell Land 1300 1300 47.19
Brokenshire, Gordon & Douglas
12 A Whitney Place 600
12 A Home Place 1200 20250
150 A Tucker-'Newell Lot 7500 29950 1,072.66
Brokenshire, Gordon & Helen
Cottage & 2 Lots at Sandy Pond 2000 1680 3680 133.58
-82-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Brooks, Paul
17 A Beals Lot & Cabin 1310 2590
1 A Sherwin Lot 500 4400 159.72
12 A Barrus Place 1200 9356 10556 383.18
Brown, Edward & Deanne
3 A Lord Lot 150 150 5.44
Bryan, Rev. John L.
Bryant, Thomas
25 A Nancy Brown Lot 1250 1250 45.37
Bryant, Donald
5.4 A Colburn Lot #3 670
5.7 A Colburn Lot #5 685
5.1 A Tract 2 Curtis Lot 650
5.2 A Tract #4 & #3 655
(Curtis Lot) 660 3320 120.51
Bruno, Albert & Angelina
5.3 A Colony Hill #21 665 665 24.13
Bucknell, Phyllis
41.28 A Bucknell Lot #2 2464
3.86 A Bucknell Lot 593 3057 120.96
Bucknell, William
42.03 Bucknell Lot #1 2501 2501 100.78
Burleson, Peter
65 A Ray Whipple Place 3710 7892 11602 421.15
Burns, August & Margaret
99 A L. Howard Place 7350 24185 31535 1,144.72
C & H Timber Co., Inc.
Attleboro Mt.
85.3 A Tract 1 4265
169.3 A Tract 2 8465
23.3 A Tract 3 1165 13895 27790 1,008.77
Carter, John & Mary
3 A Morgan Reserve #10 610 610 22.14
Case, Charlie & Sharon
2,1 A Part of Packard Lot 505 505 18.33
Chabior, Thaddeus
7.5 A Colony Hill Lot #19 775 775 28.13
Cersosimo, Anthony
105 A Swan^Colony Lot 5250 5250 190.57
Cersosimo Lumber Co.
49.1 A Adams Lot 2455
63.3 A Kelton Lot 3165
100 A Payne Lot 5000
115 A Mills-Webster Lot 5750
47 A Holden Lot 2350
111.6 A Howe Lot 5580
82 A Part of Hill Lot 4100 28400 1,030.92
-83-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Cheshire County Y.M.C.A.
Lake Lots #7-8-11-17-18-19-20-21 8000
75.5 A Allen Lot 3775
107 A Mann Lot 5350
17.7 A Pickering Place 1485 9149
15 A Naramore Lot 750
8 A Amidon Lot 400
3 A Smith Lot 150
56.7 A Bryant^Coburn Lot 2835 31894 1,157.75
Clow, Thomas & Priscilla, Anthony
& Katherine Tomaiolo
9.7 A Southwick Lot 885 885 32.12
Coburn, Malcolm
16 A Scott Lot 800 800 29.04
Cohen, Marilyn Levin
15.3 A Sam Bolles Place 1965 11471
2 A Bolles Lot 500 13936 505.87
Cohn, Martin & Marjorie
50 A R. Bowen Place 3700 14958 18658 677.28
Craig, James & Margaret
40 A Aldrich Lot 2000 2000 72.60
Cronk, Alice
5 A Kingman Lot 250 250 9.07
Cuseo, George & Kathryn
1.4 A Putney Land 1300 5436 6736 244.51
D'Agnostino, Anthony & Lillian
81 A Bigelow Lot 4510 3281 7791 282.81
Daley, James T.
75 A Allen Lot 4950 1570 6520 236.67
Davenport, Harriet
70.6 A Part of Hill Lot 5350 5350 194.20
Davis, Robert A. (Trust)
167.7 A Thompson-Howe Lot 8100 8100 294.03
Davis, William H. Jr.
3 A Sprout Land 150
10 A Thompson Lot 500
4 A Amidon Lot. 200 850 30.85
Dede, Anthony & Cynthia
1.5 A Morgan Reserve #19 500 500 18.15
DelDotto, David J.
20 A C. Martin Lot 1400 1400 50.82
Delio, Joseph & Diane (Inv. Pen.)
99 A Wiswall Lot 4950 4950 189.68
Desjardins, Paul & Madeline
29 A Perley Amidon Place 1910 12374
1 A Garage Lot 500
18 A Part of Bassett Hill Lot 900 15684 569.32
-84-
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NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Digeronimo, Louis & Suzanne (Inv. Pen.)
.5 A Williams Mill Site & Cottage 700 4305 5005 191.68
DiMeglio, Michael & Marie
6.3 A Colony Hill Lot #15 715 715 35.95
DonBrowo, Joseph C, John T. &
Joseph Jr.
82 A Land, Cottage & Garage R. 1300 10865
OU. 2730 14895 540.68
Drake, Reynolds, James Brown
& Robert McAvoy
.9 A Austin Land 50
94.2 A Barden Lot 4710 4760 172.78
Drew, Gardner E.
5 A Nancy Brown Lot 250
40 A E. Martin Lot 2000
1.46 A Buckley Place 500 1160
186 A Fay Martin Place 9700 350
10 A Seaver Lot 500
23.8 A Amidon^Bowen Lot 1190 15650 568.09
Drews, Frederick & Sandra (Inv. Pen.)
2.9 A Morgan Reserve #23 545 545 29.78
Dyer, Philip & Jean
Cottage & Lots at Cass Pond 2750 4117 6867 249.27
Falkins, William P., Florance &
F. Germaine
1 A Harvey Lashure Land 500 500 18.15
Farley, William
5.7 A Bullock Lot #9 685 685 24.86
Farnham, Dr. Marynia
i/
4 A Hillock Land 500 500 18.15
Fillian, George Buckley, Annette
35 A Cass Lot 1750 1750 63.52
Fish, Helen E.
1.7 A E. Cass Place 700 9577 10277 373.05
Foote, Doris R.
125 A Curtis Lot CU. 5625
100 A Cook Lot CU. 4500 10125 367.53
Franklin, Roland
1 1 A Peables Place 950 950 34.48
Frongillo, Louis & Lucille
5 A Sampson Lot
8 A Red Hat Ranch
2 A Hood Land
72.8 A Quaker Lot
Frye, Anthony & Catherine














NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
1 A Burrill Lot & Camp 1300 5551 6851 248.69
Gagnon, Hilaire V. & Elsie D.
2 A House Lot 500 500 18.15
Galloway, Thomas
20 A Wright Meadow 1000 1000 36.30
Gioshes, Leo & Shirley &
Joseph & Noreen Koch
151 A Flint-Whipple Lot 7550 7550 274.06
Gordon, William (Inv. Pen.)
1.7 A Davis Place 700 3539 4239 163.87
Gorski, Jeffrey
90 A Randall Lot 4500 4500 163.35
Grandy, Chester, Henry, Adella
& Albona
10 A Southergreen Place 1100 5069 6169 223.93
Gurian, Michael E.
120 A Lewis Cass Place 6400 6400 232.32
Hallas, Henry
25 A Perry Place 1850 8689
18.3 A Part of Taylor Lot 915
7 A Part of Mattson Place 350 11804 428.48
Hallas, Herbert
45.5 A Part of Taylor Lot 2025
12 A Part of Holbrook Lot 600 2625 105.28
Hanifin, Thomas Est.
120 A Lyons Lot 6000
20 A Boyce Lot 1000
93 A Swan Lot 4650
80 A Willis Lot 4000
68.4 A Fisher Lot 3420
30 A C. Martin Lot 1500
70 A Naramore Lot 3500
1
46 A Dickinson Lot 2300
20 A Whipple Lot 1000
85 A Cook Lot 4250
40 A Jackue Lot 2000
82.4 A Goodnow Lot 4120
50 A Whitcomb Lot 2500
12 A Barber Lot 600
170 A Williams Lot 8500
212 A Allen Lot 10600
60 A Hill Lot 3000
50 A O. Martin Lot 2500
10 A Tolman Lot 500
2 A Goodnow Lot 100
37 A Aldrich Lot 1850
25 A R. Martin Lot 1250 69140 2,509.78
-86-
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NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Harpe, Violet Carroll
65 A Dick Martin Place 4450 13442
Haught, Robert & Anna
2 A O. T. Cass Lot & Camp 560 4310
Hecht, Malcolm Est.
4 A Morgan Reserve #30 600
Herman, Marion
1 A Morgan Reserve #3 500
Hoar, Alex R.
90 A Martin Lot & Camp 4900 1370
Holbrook, E. Allen & Nancy
192 A Noah Pe.xy Place 10800 15350
Holbrook, E. Allen
59 A Mary Perry Lot 2950
60 A Piper Lot 3000
Homestead Woolen Mills
120 A Taylor Lot 6000
Howes, Benjamin (Inv. Pen.)
15 A Lyons Place 1950 11195
Hooper, Harry Jr.
2.7 A Hooper Lot 535
Hybek, Robert & Marjorie
38.7 A Swan-Corliss Lot & Camp 2335 950
85.5 A Cy Taylor Lot 4275
Jeschke, Lothar & Charlotte (Inv. Ten.)
Cottage & Lot 9 & 10 at Cass Pond 2150 3180
Johnson, Glendon (Inv. Pen.)
168.5 A Allen Pasture 8400
Johnson, Henry & Suzie
33 A Carl Johnson Place 1650
Jones, Philip & Shirley
14 A Thayer Lot 1770
6 A Williams Lot 300
Keene, City of
.5 A Part of Swan Place 800
Kelley, Elizabeth
51.8 A Starkey Lot 3050 3561
Kellom, Richard
60 A Sprague Lot 3000
Kennedy, John & Viola
6.4 A Colony Hill Lot #18 720
Kibler, Louis & Priscilla
34 A Amidon-Starkey Lot GU. 952
Keihl, Royal P.
5.4 A Morgan Reserve #28 670
Kimball, Herbert & Marion

























NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
King, John & Dorothy
5^3 A Granite Hill Lot #2 1465 10771 12236 444.16
Krouse, Frank & Joan
10 A Lot & Cabin 960 2613 3573 129.69
Lane, C. L. Co.
40 A Whitcomb Lot 2000
20 A Thompson-Twitchell Lot 1000
20 A Cook Starkey Lot 1000
365 A Aldrich Cass Lot 18250
70 A Sawyer Putney Lot 3500
90 A Twitchell Lot 4500
54 A S. Cass Lot 2700
155 A E. Cass Lot 7750
223 A Ware Lot 11150
365 A Hutchins Field &
Blodgett Lot 18250
93.1 A Dr. Cass Lot 4655
16 A Putney Lot 800
30 A Taft Lot 1500
65 A Stone-Williams Lot 3250
90 A Bolles Lot 4500
90 A Harris Lot 4500
161 A Ballou Lot 2010 •
10 A Martin Lot 500
50 A Boyce Lot 2500
26 A Thompson Lot 1300
40 A Bowen Lot 2000
54.6 A Randall Lot 2730 106385 3,861.77
Lane, William, Lyman & Arlene
141 A Rawleigh Lot & Camp 7050 2380 9430 342.30
LaPierre, Olan & Josephine
27 A Wilbur Lot 1350 1350 49.00
Lawson, Clifford & Mary
23 A Scott Lot 1150
85 A Bliss Lot 4250 5400 196.02
Lay, Michael & Elizabeth
100 A Severence Place 5600 11514 17114 621.23
Lee, Robert E.
5 A Atherton Lot 650 650 23.59
Lewis, Hester & Joyce Grant
7.6 A Morgan Reserve #14A 1580 16299 17879 659.00
Lewis, Richard & Annette
3.4 A Morgan Reserve #29 570 570 20.69
Lewis, Robert & Edith I.
4.1 A Edith Amidon Land 1405 12011
10.2 A Edith Amidon Land 510







Lucey, James & Roberta
28.5 A Lang Lot Tract G.
9 A Tract E
Lupinacci, Bernard & Donna
7.2 A Colony Hill Lot #16
Maestro, Arthur Paul &
Arthur Patrick
1.5 A Nutting-Coburn Lot &
Camper Bus
Mahoney, John L.
Faubert Cottage & Lots at
Cass Pond #1-2-3
Maltby, Peter & Judith
5.2 A Brickyard Brook #9
Marks, Pamela & Allen Bielunas
5.5 A Granite Hill #4
Marron, Gabrielle
5 A Brickyard Brook #7
Marsan, Antonin
30 A Amidon Lot
Martin, Nelson & Frances
2 A E. Starkey Place
Martin, Randall S.
5 A Mill Lot
Matrone, Frank & Joan
5 A Conway Place
Mauri, Jay & Bonita Speed
5.2 A Lang Lot
MoCann, Frank & Katherine
88 A Boyce Lot
177 A Frank Bowen Place
McCobb, Ralph & Doreen
Cottage & Lot at Sandy Pond
McMahon, Donald & Mable
32 A Prescott Lot & Cabin
8 A Pratt Lot
158 A Barrus Lot
Milas, Stanley & Mary
5.1 A Brickyard Brook #3
Milford, Robert & Florance
1 A Land & Cottage
Milonas, Charles
6.9 A Philips Lot & Cabin
23.5 A Phillips Lot
36.6 A Blake Lot
Minor, J. Harvey

















2700 13786 16486 598.44
500 500 18.15




9450 16839 30689 1,114.01









500 1297 1797 65.23
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VAL,UE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land BIdgs. Value Tax
Moersen, Mark
6.9 A Bullock Rd. #7 745 745 27.04
Monaghan, Robert & Frances
3.2 A Morgan Reserve #11 560 560 20.32
Mondello, Dominick
6.7 A Atherton Lot 935 6856 7791 282.81
Morgan Reserve Assoc.
390 A Common Land & Cabin 19960 2444 22404 813.26
Morse, Elmer & Louise
5 A Mullen Lot 250 250 9.07
Morse, John H.
60 A Part of Rich Lot 3000 3000 108.90
Mullins, Virgil & Rosemary
1 A Campsite & Trailer 560 1170 1730 62.79
Murdock, E. Inc.
75 A Hosea Ballou Lot 3750
25 A Boyce Lot 1250 5000 181.50
Murray, Chester & Nellie
30 A Martin Lot & Camp 1960 1170 3130 113.61
Nagine, Charles, Heirs
15 A Home Place 1210 7019 8229 298.71
New England Woodenware Corp.
35.1 A Rand-Adams Lot R. 1755
218.9A Rand-Adams Lot CU. 9851 11606 421.29
N.H. Rural Land Trust
65 A Mairdock Lot 3250 3250 117.97
Nichols, George & Yvonne
24 A Randall Lot 1200 1200 43.56
Noftle, John & Edith
8 A Wilkins Lot 400
2.5 A MdPherson Lot 525
31 A Conway Lot 1550 2475 89.84
Norris, Raymond & Everlina, Harry
& Antoinette Lyman (Inv. Pen.)
100 A Liimiatainen Place 5460 5460 208.19
Olsen, Stanley
20 A Pond Lot 1000 1000 36.30
O'Neill, Thomas & Martin (Inv. Pen.)
6.5 A Lang Lot Tract D 725 1510 2235 91.13
Page, James R.
26 A Howard Lot 1300 1300 47.19
Page, Johanna
40 A Fairbanks Lot 2000 2000 72.60
Pattberg, Warren & Norman
40 A Bolles Lot 2000 2000 72.60
Patterson, Lawrence (Inv. Pen.)
125 A Bryant Lot 6250 6250 236.87
90-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Peck, John S.
7 A Allen Lot 350 350 12.70
Perry, David & Ernest
150 A Bryon Perry Lot CU. 5400 5400 196.02
Perry, Herman Farm
50 A Home Place OU. 1400
12 A Burbank Lot CU. 336
50 A Allen-Taylor Lot OU. 1400 3136 113.83
Perry, Kenneth
138 A Goddard Amidon Lot 6900
7.5 A Pine Hill Lot 375 7275 264.08
Pinard, Peter & Margaret
Thomas & Melanie
9 A Williams Lot 850
7.3 A Mullen Lot 615 1465 53.17
Pitcher, Grace
3 A House Lot 550 550 19.96
Plitt, Allen & Victor
3.2 A Morgan Reserve #25 550 550 19.96
Prescott, Charles S.
1 A House Lot 500 500 18.15
Pressman, Harvey (Inv. Pen.)
1.2 A Morgan Reserve #20 500 500 28.15
Plonsky, Blanche
4.2 A Morgan Reserve #16B 1410 9000 10410 377.88
Public Service Co. of N.H.
10.2 A Bennett Land
(Norwood Lot 5.2)
(Putney Lot 5)
3.2 A Holbrook Land
(Mellon Lot)
9.3 A C. L. Lane Land
(Randall Lot 5.4)
(Dr. Cass Lot 3.9)
4 A Lanick Land
(Howard Lot)
5.6 A Ridley Land
(Woods Lot)
14.6 A Tree Growers Land
(iFrazier Lot)
6.4 A VanlBrocklin Land
(iHome Place)
3 A Whippie Land
(Willis Lot)
13 A Sandri Land
(Jennings Property)
5.4 A Amidon Land
-91-
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
(Randall Lot)
9.4 A Brokenshire Land
(Tucker-Newell Lot)
2 A Howard Land
{Mullen Lot)
2.5 A Cutting Land
(Bolles Lot)




3 A Ronald Ballou Land
(Martin Lot)
5 A Hanifin Land
(Aldrich Lot 3)
(Martin Lot 2) 605700
Putnam, Cortland & Doris
44 A Chapman Lot 2200
Putnam, Lloyd & Irene
Cottage & Lot at Cass Pond 1050 1810
Radford, Harry & Angela (Inv. Pen.)
30 A Part of Thompson-Howe Lot 1500
Ray Ellis Enterprises Inc. & V. G. &
Rosemary Daniels (Inv. Pen.)
125.2 A Cronk Place 6260
Ray Ellis Enterprises, Inc. (Inv. Pen.)
27 A Granite Hill #7 1750
Reichert, Francis
7.1 A Colony Hill Lot #17 1551 3250
Reid, Joseph & Barbara
3.4 A Morgan Reserve #15 1360 9000
Reidy, James
2 A Howard Lot 500
Reineger, Clement (Inv. Pen.)
15 A Prescott Lot 750
Reynolds, Harry W. 3rd & Kathryn
3.5 A Morgan Reserve #16A 575
Richardson, Elmer & Barbara
2.5 A Morgan Reserve # 1 525
Richardson, Robert & Susan
25.6 A Leonard Lot 1280
Richter, Kurt
18.8 A Walker Lot 940
Rodd, Thomas & Eunice
6.5 A Carl Johnson Place 925 5774
Rogers, Warren & June



















NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Romano, Gerald & Catherine
4.7 A Naramore Place 635 1181 1816 65.92
Rood, Betty
1 A Camp Site 500 500 18.15
Ross, Judy B.
8 A Part of Burgess Place 400 400 14.52
Ryan, Patrick J.
11.1 A Granite Hill #5 955 955 34.66
Ryder, Chester
5.2 A Brickyard Brook #10 660 660 23.95
Rzasa, John & Gertrude
1.6 A Morgan Reserve #18 700 7075 7775 282.23
Sable, Charles
20 A Nichols Lot 1000 1000 36.30
Sallett, Stanley
1.9 A Morgan Reserve #6 500 500 18.15
Sandri, Acilio & William
12 A Corliss Lot OU. 336
25.7 A Taylor Lot CU. 720
40 A Jennings Lot GU. 1120
140 A Jennings Lot OU. 3276
90 A Jackson Lot CU. 2520 7972 289.38
Sandri, William
3.6 A Howard Place CU. 45
12 A Sweeney Meadow OU. 336
3.5 A Part of Mullen Lot OU. 98 1059 38.44
Santerre, Blanche (Inv. Pen.)
120 A Carroll Lot 7200 13513 20713 761.88
Sapp, Hazel & Wm. Sparhawk &
Adele Rottet
60 A Howard Lot 3000 3000 108.90
Savage, Alice & Rabain Ferendel
6.2 A Coburn Lot #6 655 655 23.77
Schmitt, Richard & Ann Marie
10.5 A Brickyard Brook #4 925 925 33.57
Scott, Moses
18.8 A Walker Lot #1 940 940 34.12
Seekercher, Walter & Louise
2.8 A Morgan Reserve #5 740 10540 11280 409.46
Sexton, Raymond (Inv. Pen.)
134.5 A O. T. Cass Lot 6725 6735 254.11
Shapiro, Judith
50 A Perry Lot 2500 2500 90.75
Shaw, Robert & Henrietta
106 A Shipman Lot OU. 2968




NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
14 A Buihim Lot 1300 7456 8756 317.84
Shinn, Wm. D. Heirs
20 A Home Place 1400 1400 50.82
Silverman, Terry & Caren
Gregory (Inv. Pen.)
3.6 A Morgan Reserve #12 580 580 31.05
Smith, Howard & Myrtie
2.4 A Morgan Reserve #22 520 520 18.87
Smythe, Matthew & Sherry
84.4 A Woods Lot 4220 4220 153.18
Snaith, Pamela & Jonathan
50 A Bolles Homestead 3700 16664 20364 739.21
Spaulding, James & Ruth
70 A Atherton Lot 3500 3500 127.05
Spooner, Jean
33 A Naramore Lot 1650 1650 59.89
Squicciarini, Nicholas & Dorothy
5.8 A Morgan Reserve #27
A
890 6540 7430 269.70
Starkey, Eugene
4 A Bryant Lot 200
20 A Gates Lot 1000
86 A Stone Lot 4300 5500 199.65
Stockwell, Sidney & Marianna
320.3 A Parker Hill Lot CU. 2626
86.7 A Barrus Lot CU. 711
12.3 A Field Lot CU. 101
48.9 A Boyce Lot CU. 401
8 A Field Lot CU. 66 3905 141.75
Stone, Alton
50.1 A Allen Lot 2505 2505 90.93
Stout, Patricia
1 A House Lot 500 500 18.15
Strenkert, Wm. & Sheila (Inv. Pen.)
11.5 A Shinn Lot 1775 4991 6766 255.60
Sullivan, Floyd & Bradford Morgan
10.4 A Brickyard Brook #5 920 920 33.39
Symmington, Robert & Lucille
3.5 A Part of Royalston Lot 175 175 6.35
Tabor, John & Lena
8 A Bolles Lot 400 400 14.52
Talbot, Gladys
Cottage & Lot #6 at Cass Pond 1450 4296 5746 208.57
Taylor, Robert Est.
66 A Lawrence Lot CU. 2970
15 A Nash Lot CU. 675 3645 132.31
Tolman, Bernard & Evelyn




Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Tree Growers, Inc.
3 A Part of Colony Lot
80 A Buffum Lot
82 A Woodbury Lot
565 A Colony Lot
5.1 A Brickyard Brook #13
24 A Curtis-Amidon Lot
120 A Sprague-Stevens Lot
15 A K. Fisher Lot
84 A Green-Buffum Lot
265.4 A Frazier Lot
308 A Bowen Lot
53 A Harkness Lot
20 A Taylor Lot
25 A Part of Conway Lot
50 A Barrus Lot
96.6 A Harris Lot
33 A Harris Lot
190.2 A Kempton Lot
54.6 A O. T. Cass Lot
47.8 A Corliss-Eullock Lot
6 A Parker Hill Lot
50 A White Lot
20 A Streeter Lot
154 A Barrus^Evans Lot
15 A Ballou Lot
33 A Pine Hill Lot
50 A Handy-Ballou Lot
200 A Bassett Hill Lot
60 A J. Barrus Lot
70 A Merrifield Lot
6 A Amidon Mowing
Troegel, Max Valkman & Cheryl
5 A Part of Conway Place
Ulbrich, Elizabeth
64 A Sprague Lot
Vandermark, Chester
18.8 A Walker Lot #3
VanSipe, Richard & Janet
3.1 A Morgan Reserve #24
Walpole Savings Bank
200 A Foster Lot
Walton, William & Althea
3 A Morgan Reserve #17A
Warner, Robert & Judith
4.6 A Town Line Lot































R. 700 79110 2,871.69
1450 8180 9630 349.56
3600 920 4520 164.07
940 940 34.12
1355 12015 13770 485.33
10000 10000 363.00




NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
1.4 A Morgan Reserve #17 500
Weber, Freidrich (Inv. Pen.)
1 A Part of Bowen Lot 500
Werman, Ralph & Bettina
46 A Lang Lot Tract 1 2700
Whippie, Richard & Marion
37.8 A Willis Land CU. 1058
Williams, Kenneth
110 A Seaver-Bolles Lot 5500
24 A Frazier Lot 1200
Wortman, Gordon
30 A Part of Sidney Bowen Lot 1540
Wyman, Russell & Margaret
5.1 A Part of Barden Place 655
Wyman, Richard & Charlotte
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One of Richmond's outstanding landmarks? Harry Morse's wall of
wood is considered just that by the residents of Richmond. Although
to Harry, it will be his source of heat for the winter yet to come. Trees
cut down and sawed up by hand find their way to the stone wall be-
hind Harry's house by means of a wheelbarrow. Here they are pa-
tiently sorted by size and shape, then become part of the wall.
A tourist attraction? Could be, Harry figures the wall is one. Once
up, the wall will remain intact until after the "Labor Day Weekend."
"It gives the passer-by something different to look at," says Harry.
A life-time resident of Richmond, Harry is retired from 33 years
of service to Lawrence Leather, as well as a respected member of his
community.
